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INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs and Geographical 
Indications (hereinafter referred to as “the Standing Committee” or “the SCT”) held its 
thirty-fourth session, in Geneva, from November 16 to 18, 2015. 
 
2. The following Member States of WIPO and/or the Paris Union for the Protection of 
Industrial Property were represented at the meeting:  Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, 
Austria, Belarus, Bhutan, Brazil, Burundi, Canada, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo, 
Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Czech Republic, Denmark, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, 
Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, Monaco, Morocco, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Nicaragua, 
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, 
Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Turkey, 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uruguay, United Kingdom, United States of America, Viet Nam, 
Zimbabwe (89).  The European Union was represented in its capacity as a special member of 
the SCT. 
                                                
* This Report was adopted at the thirty-fifth session of the SCT. 
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3. The following intergovernmental organizations took part in the meeting in an observer 
capacity:  African Union (AU), Benelux Organization for Intellectual Property (BOIP), 
South Centre (SC), World Trade Organization (WTO) (4). 
 
4. Representatives of the following non-governmental organizations took part in the meeting 
in an observer capacity:  American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA), Bureau of 
European Design Associations (BEDA), Centre for International Intellectual Property 
Studies (CEIPI), Health and Environement Program (HEP), International Center for Trade and 
Sustainable Development (ICTSD), Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Numbers (ICANN), International Federation of Intellectual Property Attorneys (FICPI), 
Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO), International Trademark Association (INTA), 
Japan Patent Attorneys Association (JPAA), Japan Trademark Association (JTA), Knowledge 
Ecology International, Inc. (KEY), Organization for an International Geographical Indications 
Network (oriGIn), Third World Network Berhard (TWN)  (14). 
 
5. The list of participants is contained in Annex II of this document. 
 
6. The Secretariat noted the interventions made and recorded them. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 1:  OPENING OF THE SESSION 
 
7. The Chair of the SCT (Mr. Adil El Maliki, Morocco) opened the thirty-fourth session of the 
Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs and Geographical 
Indications (SCT) and welcomed the participants. 
 
8. Mr. Marcus Höpperger (WIPO) acted as Secretary to the SCT. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 2:  ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
 

9. The SCT adopted the draft Agenda (document SCT/34/1 Prov.3). 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 3:  ADOPTION OF THE REVISED DRAFT REPORT OF THE THIRTY-THIRD 
SESSION 
 

10. The SCT adopted the revised draft Report of the thirty-third session 
(document SCT/33/6 Prov.2). 

 
General Statements 
 
11. The Delegation of Greece, speaking on behalf of Group B, noted with satisfaction that the 
session of the SCT came after the successful conclusion of the forty-seventh WIPO General 
Assembly, which directed the SCT to examine the different systems for protection of 
geographical indications within its current mandate and covering all aspects.  The General 
Assembly also decided that the text of the basic proposal for the Design Law Treaty (DLT) 
should be finalized by the SCT at its thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth sessions in order to convene a 
diplomatic conference for the adoption of the DLT at the end of the first half of 2017, provided 
that the discussions on technical assistance and disclosure requirements would be completed 
during those sessions.  Reserving the right for further elaboration under each agenda item, 
Group B expected that in view of the direction given by the General Assembly decision and the 
limited duration of the current SCT session, priority would be given to the provisions on 
technical assistance and the disclosure requirement, for whose consideration a pragmatic 
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approach would be welcome.  Concerning technical assistance, Group B noted that WIPO had 
been successfully delivering technical assistance and would continue to do so within its 
mandate, irrespective of whether or not a provision was included in a treaty.  With regard to 
geographical indications, Group B looked forward to a constructive discussion. 
 
12. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, considered that 
industrial designs, as a valuable and increasingly dynamic component of the intellectual 
property ecosystem, should be given priority.  In that context, the African Group reiterated 
its commitment to the principle of disclosure of the source and original specific resources 
that could have impacted the ornamental appearance of an industrial design.  As 
sovereign Member States of WIPO, countries could include as part of the design eligibility 
criteria, elements that were deemed important to complete the formalities for protection of 
industrial designs within their jurisdiction.  The African Group thus remained committed to 
the negotiation of a DLT, offering non-mandatory protection for different forms of 
knowledge and intellectual activity that might be involved in the ornamentation of industrial 
designs.  The Group was also committed to a DLT with a functional provision that catered 
to the capacity building and technical assistance needs of the intellectual property 
frameworks of developing and least developed countries, in order to ensure that they 
could effectively implement and benefit from the instrument.  The Group welcomed the 
direction given by the 2015 General Assembly on the DLT and expressed its readiness for 
a constructive resolution of the outstanding issues, which would enable the SCT to 
convene a diplomatic conference within the time frame envisaged.  The African Group 
also expressed its readiness to engage constructively on the other equally important 
aspects of the SCT work related to trademarks and geographical indications. 
 
13. The Delegation of Romania, speaking on behalf of the Group of Central European 
and Baltic States (CEBS Group), reiterated its commitment to the adoption of a DLT.  
Although the decision of the General Assembly laid out a clear roadmap for achieving that 
goal, it was not a straightforward one, as the SCT needed to complete its discussions on 
technical assistance and the disclosure requirement prior to the convening of the 
diplomatic conference.  The Delegation hoped that in addressing those remaining issues, 
all delegations would keep in mind the objective of the treaty, which was to harmonize and 
simplify design law registration formalities for the benefit of applicants and national 
intellectual property offices.  The Delegation added that in order to be effective, the 
Committee needed to work in a positive and constructive spirit.  The CEBS Group also 
expressed its willingness to contribute to the debates on trademarks and the protection of 
country names, as well as on the different systems for the protection of geographical 
indications.  The Delegation reiterated its support to the proposal made by a group of 
countries in relation to geographical indications and the Domain Name System (DNS).  In 
the view of the Delegation, the connection between the two topics deserved to be further 
examined by the SCT, in order to ensure that holders of geographical indications were 
adequately protected against infringing domain names. 
 
14. The Delegation of Brazil, speaking on behalf of the Latin America and Caribbean 
Group (GRULAC), expressed its continuous support to the inclusion of provisions on 
technical assistance in the DLT and the strengthening of national capacities regardless of 
their nature, to the extent that such provisions could ensure effective cooperation for 
developing and least developed countries.  Many countries in the Latin American and 
Caribbean region would undoubtedly require such support to implement the treaty.  In 
addition, the Delegation highlighted the importance of the ongoing work of the SCT on the 
protection of country names.  It recalled that, pursuant to a request made at the 
twenty-seventh session of the SCT, the Secretariat had prepared a study to determine 
possible best practices for the protection of country names against registration as 
trademarks or elements of trademarks.  The results of the study, submitted to the 
twenty-ninth session of the SCT, indicated that there was a lack of internationally 
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consistent protection for country names.  At its thirtieth session, the SCT had decided to 
continue working on that issue and invited all delegations to submit written proposals to 
the Secretariat.  Thereafter, the draft text of a Joint Recommendation Concerning the 
Protection of Country Names Against Registration and Use as Trademarks 
(document SCT/31/4) was presented to the Committee at its thirty-first session and a 
revised version (SCT/32/2) was submitted at the thirty-second session.  The Joint 
Recommendation could guide Member States in the examination of applications for 
trademark registration in order to promote a coherent and comprehensive treatment of 
that issue.  The Delegation recalled that country names provided a valuable opportunity 
for nation branding schemes, bringing value through the use of trademarks, especially in 
the case of developing countries.  The Delegation reaffirmed its support for the 
discussions and further work on the protection of country names.  With regard to 
geographical indications, GRULAC attached great importance to a balanced treatment of 
the issue, in line with the mandate received to examine the different systems for the 
protection of geographical indications. 
 
15. The Delegation of India, speaking on behalf of the Asia-Pacific Group, said that 
intellectual property had gained significance in the current interconnected and 
interdependent world.  It was therefore important that the contemporary intellectual 
property system be responsive to the diversity of needs and the development of all 
Member States.  A fair intellectual property system should strive for equilibrium between 
the interests of the right holders and the protection and promotion of the larger public 
welfare, for inclusive universal progress.  A balanced outcome of the meeting was vital to 
ensure that all countries benefited from intellectual property, irrespective of their level of 
economic development.  Considering that technical implementation of a treaty should be 
accompanied with augmented capacity to carry out that obligation, the Delegation said 
that the implementation of the proposed treaty would entail amendment of national laws 
and require new infrastructures to deal with more applications, enhanced national 
capacity, and developing legal skills to manage the increased number of requests.  The 
proposed treaty should thus include adequate provisions on capacity building to help 
countries meet their obligations.  The Group, therefore, strongly supported the inclusion of 
an article on technical assistance in the body of the proposed DLT in order to suitably 
reflect that important issue in the treaty.  The Delegation said that a consensus on this 
matter should be reached and pointed out the need for an international action to prevent 
the undue registration or use of country names as trademarks.  The Asia-Pacific Group 
supported the proposal made by the Delegation of Jamaica for a future adoption of a Joint 
Recommendation by the SCT as well as the proposal made by the Delegation of the 
United States of America to develop a survey on existing national geographical indications 
regimes, in order to enhance the understanding of the common and different approaches 
to geographical indications protection adopted by various Member States.  In addition, the 
Asia-Pacific Group expected progress towards consensus and acceptance of the 
protection of country names and geographical indications.  The Delegation committed to 
contributing to all agenda items and looked forward to constructive discussions and 
productive results in the SCT deliberations. 
 
16. The Delegation of China said that in October 2015, the WIPO General Assembly 
had made progress towards the convening of a diplomatic conference on the DLT and 
had provided clear directions to the SCT.  Therefore, the current SCT session played a 
vital role and the Delegation hoped that by working effectively, the Committee would make 
further progress on the provisions concerning technical assistance, the disclosure 
requirement and other key issues.  The Delegation called upon all parties to show 
flexibility, strive to understand and respect the concerns of other members and to make 
the draft DLT more flexible.  By including a reservation clause, the treaty would be 
rendered more widely accepted and influential.  The Delegation said that it would actively 
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and constructively participate in the discussions concerning all items, including the Draft 
Joint Recommendation proposed by the Delegation of Jamaica. 
 
17. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union 
and its member states, welcomed the decision of the General Assembly to convene a 
diplomatic conference for the adoption of a DLT at the end of the first half of 2017, 
provided that the discussions on technical assistance and the disclosure requirement 
would be completed during the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth sessions of the SCT.  The 
Delegation called on all delegations to approach the discussions on those two remaining 
items constructively, in order to find consensus and finally to pave the way for the holding 
of the diplomatic conference.  In relation to geographical indications, the Delegation 
believed that the discussion should take into account the decision by the General 
Assembly directing the SCT to examine the different systems of protection for 
geographical indications within its current mandate and covering all aspects.  In that 
context, the Delegation referred to document SCT/31/8 Rev.4 proposing to conduct a 
study on geographical indications and domain names which was an important element 
and on which the work of the Committee could benefit both Member States and users. 
 
18. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) associated itself with the statement 
made by the Delegation of India on behalf of the Asia-Pacific Group, and reaffirmed its 
support to the work of the SCT in relation to industrial designs.  The Delegation said that 
this was a norm–setting endeavor which needed to strike a proper balance between costs 
and benefits.  The study prepared by the Secretariat on the potential impact of the work of 
the SCT on industrial design law and practice could offer a good basis for understanding 
where the balance stood.  It was noteworthy that the study had acknowledged 
requirements for administrative assistance, building legal skills, training and infrastructure 
investment in developing and least developed countries.  The mandate given by the 
General Assembly in 2015, had explicitly recognized the importance of including 
appropriate provisions on technical assistance and capacity building for developing 
countries and LDCs.  The inclusion of these provisions in the main body of the DLT would 
ensure certainty, predictability and strike a balance between rights and obligations of the 
parties.  It would also contribute to enhancing national capacities in developing countries 
in the area of industrial design.  Such an approach would help those countries to 
implement the obligations and enjoy the benefits deriving from the proposed treaty.  The 
Delegation supported the proposal made by the African Group for the inclusion in Article 3 
of the draft DLT of a mandatory disclosure requirement of traditional knowledge and 
traditional cultural expressions in industrial design applications, in order to prevent the 
misappropriation of traditional designs.  The Delegation believed that DLT outstanding 
issues dealing in particular with Articles 3 and 21 needed to be settled before the 
convening of the diplomatic conference in 2017.  Regarding the protection of country 
names against undue registration or use as trademarks, an issue that the SCT had 
discussed since 2009, the Delegation noted that the compilation of national laws and 
practices contained in a previous study produced by the International Bureau of WIPO, 
indicated that there was a need for action to prevent undue registration or use of country 
names as trademarks.  The Delegation therefore supported the proposal presented by 
Jamaica for the development and adoption of a Joint Recommendation. 
 
19. The Representative of HEP considered that intellectual property contributed to 
development by enabling the protection of innovations in the areas of trademarks, 
industrial designs and geographical indications.  Regarding the convening of a diplomatic 
conference for the adoption of a DLT in the first half of 2017, the Representative noted 
that this was subject to settling the remaining issues in the SCT.  The implementation of 
the future treaty would strengthen national capacities through technical assistance and the 
Representative hoped that the discussions at the current session of the SCT would lead to 
consensus among all Member States. 
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AGENDA ITEM 4:  INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS 
 
Industrial Design Law and Practice – Draft Articles and Draft Regulations 
 
20. Discussion was based on documents SCT/32/2, SCT/33/3 and SCT/34/3.  
 
21. The Representative of CEIPI stated that CEIPI attached great importance to the draft DLT 
leading to a successful diplomatic conference, not only because the DLT would complete the 
existing treaties in the field of patents and trademarks, namely the Patent Law Treaty (PLT), the 
Trademark Law Treaty (TLT) and the Singapore Treaty, but also and above all, because the 
DLT would be a precious aid for design creators around the world, particularly for those in 
developing countries.  For these reasons, it seemed essential to well prepare the field for a 
diplomatic conference, resolving as far as possible the problems that had been a barrier to its 
convening.  Referring to the proposal of the African Group, as reflected in Article 3(1)(a)(ix) in 
document SCT/33/2, the Representative pointed out that, although the proposal referred to a 
requirement of disclosure for Contracting Parties of the DLT, several statements of the 
African Group had underlined that the aim was only to allow Contracting Parties to provide for a 
disclosure requirement in their legislation.  The Representative therefore considered that the 
issue at stake was the ability - and not the obligation – for Contracting Parties to provide for a 
disclosure requirement.  In his opinion, the aim of the proposal could be achieved without 
including it under Article 3 for two reasons based, on the one hand, on a precedent in the field 
of patent law and, on the other hand, on the legal nature of the disclosure requirement.  
Referring to the precedent in the field of patent law, the Representative recalled that it had been 
agreed, at the beginning of the Diplomatic Conference on the PLT, that the disclosure 
requirement would not be addressed in that Conference and that the PLT would not say 
anything about it.  This had not prevented countries providing for a disclosure requirement in 
their legislation, such as Switzerland, from joining the PLT.  The Representative was of the view 
that what applied to patents, where the disclosure requirement was particularly important, also 
applied to industrial designs.  As regards the legal nature of the disclosure requirement, the 
Representative said that the aim of the requirement was to allow the competent authority to 
ensure that, when protection was sought for a design involving a traditional knowledge (TK), 
traditional cultural expression (TCE) or genetic resource (GR), such TK, TCE or GE had not 
been obtained in violation of the country of origin’s rules concerning access to it.  For instance, 
if the country of origin required the equitable sharing of benefits resulting from the commercial 
use of the design, the obligation to disclose the source would allow the competent authority to 
check whether this requirement had been fulfilled.  If not, there would be an illicit appropriation.  
The disclosure requirement was therefore close to what could be called the “right to the design” 
and aimed at ensuring that the right was not granted to a person not entitled to it.  From the 
viewpoint of the Representative, this concerned a substantive issue relating to the requirements 
to grant a valid registration.  In this respect, the disclosure requirement was included in the 
obligation to provide certain information under Rule 2(1)(x), as contained in document 
SCT/33/3, according to which a Contracting Party could require that an application contain an 
indication of any prior application or registration, or other information, of which the applicant was 
aware, “that could have an effect on the eligibility for registration of the industrial design”.  The 
Representative believed that the future version of the footnotes under Rule 2 could usefully 
specify this point.  The Representative concluded that the precedent of the PLT and the legal 
nature of the disclosure requirement led to the conclusion that the lack of inclusion of the 
proposed provision in Article 3 would not oblige any country whose legislation contained a 
disclosure requirement to change its legislation, nor would it prevent countries wishing to 
introduce such requirement in their legislation from doing so. 
22. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, acknowledging that 
there was no resistance, in principle, to a provision on technical assistance, recalled that the 
approach to the provision remained open.  Pointing out that capacity building and technical 
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assistance would help developing countries and LDCs to face the structural and infrastructural 
burdens in implementing the treaty, the Delegation stated that the African Group was strongly in 
favor of an article on technical assistance in the draft DLT.  This would not be a new rule in the 
Organization, as there was already a precedent for an article on technical assistance in the 
PCT.  From the Delegation’s viewpoint, an article would be supported by an assembly, which 
would oversee the implementation of the provision, and would give stronger guarantees to 
delegations. 
 
23. The Delegation of India, on behalf of the Asian and Pacific Group, strongly supported the 
inclusion of an article on technical assistance in the main body of the proposed DLT. 
 
24. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of), lending its support to the statements made 
by the Delegations of India, on behalf of the Asian and Pacific Group, and Nigeria, on behalf of 
the African Group, expressed its support for the inclusion of an article on technical assistance 
and capacity building in the main body of the treaty. 
 
25. The Delegation of the United States of America recalled that WIPO already provided 
technical assistance and that, in the context of the DLT, even if there were no resolution or 
article, technical assistance would be encompassed in WIPO’s general operations.  However, to 
the extent that it was felt that some language on technical assistance was needed, the 
Delegation was of the view that a resolution provided flexibility, as well as the earliness in which 
technical assistance could be provided.  Noting that nobody had reported that a resolution or an 
agreed statement had not been successful in the analogous treaties, such as the Singapore 
Treaty and the PLT, which were the closest treaties to the DLT, the Delegation concluded that a 
resolution or an agreed statement would be preferable and more effective than an article. 
 
26. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, stated that it remained flexible with respect to the form of the technical 
assistance provision.  Underlining its support for the effective delivery of technical assistance in 
implementing the DLT, the Delegation considered that whichever form was agreed should be 
geared to the requirements of end-users. 
 
27. The Chair, noting that all delegations were in favor of technical assistance, pointed out 
that there were three different approaches regarding its form.  A group of countries had 
expressed support to a specific article on technical assistance, although not necessarily based 
on the current wording.  Some delegations, indicating that WIPO already carried out technical 
assistance activities, had expressed their preference for a resolution on technical assistance, as 
it appeared in other treaties.  Other delegations had expressed their flexibility to either 
approach.  The Chair then invited the Delegation of Nigeria, on behalf of the African Group, to 
clarify the objective of its proposal reflected in Article 3(1)(a)(ix) of document SCT/33/2. 
 
28. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, clarified that its 
proposal concerned a non-mandatory disclosure requirement.  Underlining that its initial 
concern related to Article 3, which provided a finite list of elements for the protection or 
registration of industrial designs, the Delegation explained that African countries wished to 
include, as part of the optional elements, a disclosure requirement for the use of GRs, TK and 
TCEs in a design for which protection was sought, as some African countries already had this 
provision in their laws and many countries, notably within ARIPO, were exploring the inclusion 
of such provision in their laws. 
 
29. The Delegation of Mozambique, recalling that the proposed DLT had been compared to 
the PLT as a formalities treaty, pointed out that this comparison had some limits.  The 
Delegation considered that the draft DLT ventured much further into a substantive territory than 
the PLT, as the PLT did not prevent Contracting States from requiring disclosure of origin in 
applications in the way the draft DLT proposed to do.  The PLT did limit the form and content of 
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applications to be no more as required under the PCT, but Article 2 of the PLT stated explicitly 
that nothing in the treaty or the regulations was intended to be construed as prescribing 
anything that would limit the freedom of a Contributing Party to prescribe such requirements of 
the applicable substantive law relating to patents as it desired.  Stressing that there was a 
similar language in Article 27 of the PCT and observing that there was no comparable article in 
the draft DLT, the Delegation raised concerns about the closed list under Article 3 of the DLT, 
as there was no explicit recognition of its formal limitation.  Referring to the fact that, under 
the PCT or the PLT, countries like Switzerland had been able to have a disclosure of origin 
requirement in their national laws, the Delegation recalled that the Delegation of Switzerland 
had sought to amend the PCT on more than one occasion to make it explicitly clear that a 
disclosure of origin could be required.  The difficulty in getting that amendment into the PCT 
raised concerns about not having the ability to require disclosure of origin in the DLT.  As 
the DLT was designed to minimize requirements that countries could impose on an applicant to 
make it easier to obtain designs globally, more design applications could consequently be 
expected in foreign countries.  While this could be positive for applicants and the system overall, 
the Delegation considered that this could create problems, particularly for developing countries, 
as protectable designs could be based on, and use, TCEs, TK and biological and genetic 
resources.  In the view of the Delegation, by providing for a closed list of requirements in 
Article 3, the DLT placed substantive limits on countries in relation to design registration and 
would not allow countries to require an applicant to disclose the origin or the source of any TK, 
TCEs or GRs used in creating the product covered by design.  The Delegation considered that 
design protection was powerful and that the ability to require disclosure of origin was a critical 
flexibility to be retained by sovereign countries in order to ensure that rights were not granted on 
designs that could misappropriate domestic and indigenous creativity.  The Delegation also 
informed the SCT that an increasing number of African countries’ laws required the disclosure of 
origin in designs and other types of intellectual property rights and that the ARIPO Swakopmund 
Protocol had entered into force on May 11, 2015.  The Delegation explained that Botswana, 
Gambia, Liberia, Malawi, Namibia, Rwanda and Zimbabwe had already deposited their 
instruments of ratification and that several other countries were expected to do so.  Finally, 
while stressing the importance of having the flexibility to require disclosure of origin, the 
Delegation reiterated that this was not a mandatory requirement, as the aim was to leave policy 
space for countries wishing to require such disclosure of origin. 
 
30. The Delegation of Nigeria, on behalf of the African Group, proposed to replace the term 
“shall” by “may” in the text of Article 3(1)(a)(ix) put forward by the African Group at the 
thirty-second session of the SCT. 
 
31. The Delegation of Romania, speaking on behalf of the CEBS Group, reiterated the 
commitment of the CEBS Group to the adoption of the DLT, stressing the fact that making 
intellectual property more accessible to users by simplifying formalities and ensuring a higher 
level of predictability with regards to formalities in other countries should be a common goal.  
Referring to the African Group proposal, the Delegation recalled that, for the CEBS Group, the 
disclosure requirement of GRs, TK and TCEs was not compatible with the purpose of the treaty, 
which aimed at harmonizing and simplifying industrial design registration formalities.  Moreover, 
this requirement was considered as a substantive requirement, which would have no place in a 
treaty on formalities.  The Delegation invited all delegations to focus on the mandate given by 
the General Assembly and to work towards the convening of a diplomatic conference in 2017. 
 
32. The Delegation of the European Union, on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, said that the European Union and its member states maintained that the 
proposal concerning a disclosure requirement, as reflected in the bracketed language of 
Article 3 of the DLT, was not relevant to design registration formalities and to the alignment and 
simplification of those formalities, which was the purpose of the DLT.  The Delegation wished to 
distinguish between the patent system and the discussions on a disclosure requirement in 
patent applications, which would be continued in the Intergovernmental Committee on 
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Intellectual Property and Genetic resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) next 
year, from the industrial design system, which protected the appearance or the aesthetical 
aspect of a product.  In the view of the Delegation, proponents still had not made the case on 
how disclosure of GRs, TK and TCEs could be relevant in the design system.  The Delegation 
concluded by adding that the proposed disclosure requirement was a substantive requirement, 
whereas the DLT was about formalities in relation to design registration. 
 
33. The Delegation of Greece, speaking on behalf of Group B, pointed out that the increase of 
the importance of industrial designs could not be denied, as evidenced by the recent expansion 
of the Hague System.  Therefore, it was critical for the users of the intellectual property system 
to avoid further delay in the adoption of the DLT, as this treaty would achieve the simplification 
of procedures.  Considering that there had been no technical and concrete explanation of how 
GRs, their derivatives and their associated TK and TCEs could linked with the subject matter of 
the treaty, namely industrial designs, the Delegation stated that Group B invited the proponents 
to reconsider the proposal on the disclosure requirement, so as to go back to the track and to let 
all delegations be engaged in the negotiation again, respecting the objective of the exercise.  
The Delegation concluded that Group B was looking forward to continuing the discussions, with 
the goal of finalizing the text and reaching an agreement on the convening of a diplomatic 
conference at the end of the first half of 2017. 
 
34. The Delegation of Japan lent its support to the statement made by the Delegation of 
Greece on behalf of Group B.  In its view, the treaty could benefit not only large companies in 
developed countries, but also SMEs and individual creators in developing countries, by reducing 
their burdens.  As it did not see any need to include a disclosure requirement in the treaty in the 
light of its objective, the Delegation expressed the hope that the proposal on the disclosure 
requirement would be withdrawn at the current session of the SCT, so as to enable 
SCT members to focus their attention on the simplification of application procedures.  The 
Delegation concluded by announcing that it wished to be actively involved in the discussions in 
a faithful and constructive manner, so as to make the treaty a reality for users worldwide. 
 
35. The Delegation of Georgia aligned itself with the position of the CEBS Group in support 
for the provisions of the DLT.  The Delegation expressed the hope that the decision of the 
General Assembly would be fulfilled, that the text would be finalized and that a diplomatic 
conference on the DLT would be convened. 
 
36. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea, considering that the proposal of the 
African Group regarding a disclosure requirement dealt with a substantive requirement, pointed 
out that it was beyond the scope and spirit of the DLT.  Consequently, the Delegation did not 
support the inclusion of the proposed provision in the draft DLT. 
 
37. The Delegation of the United States of America, thanking the Delegations of Nigeria, on 
behalf of the African Group, and of Mozambique for their explanations, said that it felt still 
unsure about the purpose and practical implications of the proposed provision, which raised 
three questions.  First, the Delegation asked how the provision would work in practice and 
whether applicants would need to figure out if the provision was triggered and, if so, whether 
they would be required to submit information about locations and details.  The Delegation also 
asked whether this could be a cause of invalidity for the design rights.  Secondly, as in the 
United States of America and in other places, design related to the ornamental appearance and 
not to the material of which the product was made out, the Delegation requested information 
about the tie between design and TK, TCEs and GRs.  Thirdly, the Delegation wondered 
whether the proposed provision was intended to check whether TCEs, TK or GRs had been 
accessed correctly or to simplify the work of the examiner by providing important information.  
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38. The Delegation of Spain said that, in its view, the proposed provision went beyond the 
scope of formalities and felt outside the contents of the rest of the treaty.  While it understood 
the concerns raised by countries wishing to introduce the disclosure requirement in the 
draft DLT, the Delegation considered that this treaty was not the proper place to introduce it. 
 
39. The Delegation of Hungary requested further explanations on the implementation of 
Section 19(3)(c) of the Swakopmund Protocol in the design registration procedures of 
Contracting States.   
 
40. The Delegation of Canada stated that it shared the concerns of other delegations with 
respect to the recent addition of a new language on the disclosure of the origin of GRs, TK and 
TCEs in industrial design applications under the DLT.  In its view, these issues should be 
negotiated within the WIPO IGC, and not at the SCT.  Indicating that members had not yet 
achieved consensus that a disclosure requirement was the most appropriate means of 
addressing these issues in a multilateral context, the Delegation believed that including this 
requirement in a specific WIPO treaty would be premature at this stage.  In addition, the 
Delegation was of the view that the disclosure requirement constituted a substantive 
requirement, affecting the registrability of designs, rather than a formality.  Including such a 
requirement in the DLT was therefore inappropriate in the context of negotiations aiming at 
harmonizing formalities.  Finally, given that the purpose of WIPO treaties was to codify existing 
norms, the Delegation added that, as disclosure requirements were not widespread in national 
design laws, the inclusion of such provision in the DLT would be inappropriate. 
 
41. The Delegation of Mozambique reiterated that what was sought was the ability to require 
disclosure of origin in national law, but not the obligation for countries that did not desire to 
require such disclosure to do so.  The Delegation expressed the readiness of the African Group 
to change the text to make this clear.  Stating that the DLT, as a formalities treaty, should not 
interfere with substantive conditions for design protection, the Delegation considered that 
without that option in Article 3, there would be such interference.  In its view, countries should 
have the sovereign right to request disclosure of origin and to choose how to do this, for 
instance, by requiring information. 
 
42. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) lent its support to the proposal made by the 
African Group for the inclusion of a mandatory disclosure requirement in Article 3 of the 
draft DLT.  The Delegation believed that a disclosure requirement was a formality issue, which 
fell within the scope of the treaty.  The Delegation further stressed the importance of protecting 
TK and TCEs in industrial designs, as well as the importance for developing countries of having 
something to their benefit in this treaty. 
 
43. The Delegation of Greece, speaking in its national capacity, said that it aligned itself with 
the statement made by Group B on this issue.  Referring to the statement made by the 
Delegation of Mozambique in favor of introducing a non-mandatory disclosure requirement, the 
Delegation was of the opinion that all elements in Article 3 were of an optional nature.  The 
Delegation pointed out that Rule 2(1)(x) provided an option for a Contracting Party wishing to 
require disclosure of origin to request the applicant to provide information in its application.  
Indicating that, in design law, disclosure was satisfied through the representation of the design, 
the Delegation failed to see why a further disclosure requirement should be introduced in 
Article 3. 
 
44. The Delegation of Mozambique clarified that it did not suggest the introduction of a 
requirement for disclosure of origin, but the inclusion, in the closed list under Article 3, of the 
ability to require disclosure of origin.  Noting that the list of items under Article 3 was optional, 
the Delegation stressed the fact that it was nonetheless a closed list, as a Contracting Party 
could require that an application contain some or all of them, but not more.  The Delegation’s 
concern related to the fact that this provision put a substantive limit on what countries could 
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require applicants to disclose in relation to the registrability of designs and on determining 
whether or not a design should be protected because it could include TK, TCEs or GRs.  The 
Delegation reiterated that the proposal sought policy space and flexibility. 
 
45. The Delegation of Israel, aligning itself with the statements made by the Delegations of 
Canada and of Greece, on behalf of Group B, said that the proposed paragraph should not be 
discussed as part of the DLT. 
 
46. The Delegation of China, stating that it understood the concern of the African Group, 
thanked the Delegations of Mozambique and Nigeria for their explanations and for their 
flexibility with respect to the optional nature of the proposed text.  While considering that the 
current language of the proposed text could be improved, the Delegation of China wondered 
which countries had already included this requirement in their national laws. 
 
47. The Delegation of Switzerland, referring to the statement made by the Representative 
of CEIPI, confirmed that it had already a disclosure of source requirement in its national patent 
law.  However, the Delegation said that it did not see the link between this subject matter and 
the DLT.  Reiterating its opposition to the proposal by the African Group, the Delegation pointed 
out that this subject could be covered by Rule 2(1)(x).  The Delegation believed that further 
reflection on this issue was needed and hoped that a solution regarding this rule would be 
found. 
 
48. The Delegation of Greece asked the Delegations of Mozambique and Nigeria why 
Rule 2(1)(x) would not satisfy Contracting Parties requesting a disclosure of origin. 
 
49. The Chair suggested holding informal consultations after listening to the Delegations in 
plenary session. 
 
50. The Delegation of Greece, on behalf of Group B, supported by the Delegation of the 
European Union, on behalf of the European Union and its member states, indicated that it would 
prefer to have informal sessions only to undertake a drafting exercise. 
 
51. The Delegations of India and Nigeria expressed the view that informal sessions would be 
productive for discussing the matter further and bridging the gap. 
 
52. The Delegation of Mozambique, in reply to the Delegation of Greece on Rule 2 of the draft 
Regulations, said that its understanding was that Rule 2 had not been drafted with disclosure of 
origin in mind and would not be read by certain member countries as covering a disclosure of 
origin requirement.  The Delegation observed that Rule 2 was problematic on its own because 
Article 3 of the draft Articles comprised a closed list, whereas Rule 2 opened wide that list.  The 
Delegation stated that it was unclear how that should be interpreted, in view of the fact that 
Article 23 of the draft Articles provided that, in the case of conflict, the treaty would prevail over 
the regulations.  For all these reasons, the Delegation said that it would prefer to have a 
provision in Article 3.   
 
53. The Delegation of Canada requested the Secretariat to confirm its understanding of the 
relationship between Article 3 and Rule 2, namely that, while the former did provide for a closed 
list of elements that might be included in a design application, the article itself did not contain 
the full list of elements and must be read together with Rule 2. 
 
54. The Secretariat confirmed that Article 3(1)(a)(x) had to be read in conjunction with Rule 2, 
which expanded the list of elements set forth in Article 3.  Moreover, the capping provision in 
Article 3(2) also covered the elements in Rule 2.  The Secretariat recalled that this structure was 
intentional, to avoid that the article could lock the membership in a situation that might be no 
longer desirable in the future.   
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55. The Delegation of the United States of America reiterated its questions on how the 
provision proposed by the African Group would work in practice and how GR, TK and TCE 
related to the ornamental features of an article.  Moreover, the Delegation queried about the 
policy and rationale of the proposal.   
 
56. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, explained that the 
proposed provision was to give policy space to countries in the African region that wished to 
have this element as part of the eligibility criteria in their jurisdictions.  The Delegation pointed 
out that many African countries were exploring means to ensure that this was reflected in their 
national laws.  Therefore, the African Group believed that if a country had deemed it important 
to have this element in its national law, the Committee had to follow the stipulations put forward 
by those Delegations to meet the requirements of such provisions in their laws.  The Delegation 
also underlined that this provision was neither a mandatory requirement nor a provision to 
protect GRs, TK and TCEs in international law, but an option to require information regarding 
this.   
 
57. The Delegation of Mozambique said that requiring disclosure of origin should remain a 
matter of the national substantive law, and that it would be for each country to determine how 
the requirement would work in practice, depending on how the substantive law was put into 
practice.  Regarding the questions about genetic resources, the Delegation stated that the 
scope of intellectual property protection had expanded and that Member States’ understandings 
of the ways in which their national resources could be misappropriated was still evolving and 
should not be frozen prematurely by the DLT.  The Delegation observed that, just as countries 
might take the view that a design created through illegal or immoral activities should not be 
granted, countries could also decide not to grant a design where a disclosure of origin 
requirement was not met. 
 
58. The Delegation of Greece, on behalf of Group B, took note of the explanations provided 
by the Secretariat on Article 3 and Rule 2.  Quoting Note R2.06, which said that item (x) of 
Rule 2(1) enabled an office to obtain information that could affect the registrability of the 
industrial design, the Delegation stated that it still failed to see why an indication of the 
disclosure of origin could not be accommodated in Rule 2(1)(x).  
 
59. The Delegation of South Africa explained that, in South Africa, the Intellectual Property 
Laws Amendment Act, in force in 2013, provided for the protection of traditional knowledge 
under the intellectual property laws, including under the design law.  Article 53B of that Act 
provided for a disclosure requirement as a filing requirement, in order for a design to receive 
protection under the Act. 
 
60. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf the African Group, asked why the provision 
proposed by the African Group could not work in Article 3(1).  
 
61. The Delegation of the European Union, on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, requested the African Group to indicate the Article of the Swakopmund Protocol 
providing for the disclosure requirement, and to explain how that Article had been implemented 
in national laws. 
 
62. The Delegation of Mozambique, indicating that the Swakopmund Protocol contained two 
relevant articles, namely Articles 10 and 19, pointed out that, as the Protocol had entered into 
force in May 2015, countries were still in the process of setting up the systems to bring it into 
practice in their countries.  To the Delegation’s knowledge, there were no practical examples of 
national implementation yet. 
 
63. The Delegation of Hungary asked the Delegation of South Africa whether the disclosure 
requirement was considered as a filing date requirement under its law.  
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64. The Delegation of the United States of America recalled that the exercise was not to list 
each of the respective national practices in the DLT, but rather to find best common practices 
for the benefit of applicants and users.  Treaties were structured with articles, which were the 
rigid portion of the Treaty, and regulations, which were more flexible.  The Delegation further 
pointed out that, in looking at the Swakopmund Protocol, Article 19 only covered folklore and no 
reference was made to traditional knowledge or genetic resources.  In addition, the Delegation 
did not see the tie between the definition of traditional knowledge and folklore in that Protocol 
and what was proposed in the DLT.  The Delegation also considered that the proposed 
disclosure requirement was not limited to misappropriation or unlawful exploitation, but seemed 
to be a much broader requirement.  Finally, Article 10 of the Swakopmund Protocol did not 
seem to contain a reference to patents or designs.  In reply to the question raised by the 
Delegation of Nigeria as to why the proposal did not work in Article 3 of the DLT, the Delegation 
explained that Article 3 was meant to contain commonly agreed-upon elements of the 
application. 
 
65. The Delegation of Mozambique indicated that the Swakopmund Protocol contained 
several provisions relating to TCE, TK and GR, setting out a variety of rights for the holders of 
the TCEs, TK and GR.  The Delegation explained that there were some provisions with broad 
language, such as Section 10, which read as follows: “Any person using traditional knowledge 
beyond its traditional context shall acknowledge its holders, indicate its source and, where 
possible, its origin, and use such knowledge in a manner that respects the cultural values of its 
holders”.  The Contracting Member States could make this right meaningful through the 
requirement of disclosure of source and origin in the various types of intellectual property laws.  
Pointing out that this was a matter of national law and that the different ways in which countries 
would impose the disclosure requirement would vary from each country, the Delegation recalled 
that, since the Swakopmund Protocol had come into force in May 2015, it was very early to 
have more information on the implementation of this Protocol in national laws.  The Delegation 
stated that, since some countries were implementing that Protocol, it seemed right to give them 
the policy space in Article 3 and allow them to continue requiring disclosure of origin.   
 
66. The Delegation of Mexico requested clarification on the relationship between genetic 
resources and industrial designs.   
 
67. The Delegation of Spain reiterated the question raised by the Delegation of Hungary as to 
whether the disclosure requirement was a criterion for obtaining a filing date. 
 
68. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, said that the most 
productive way to move forward on this matter could be to show examples on a screen of the 
relationship between industrial designs and TCE, TK and GR. 
 
69. The Delegation of Mozambique, referring to the slides that were shown on the screen, 
said that, in some of the slides, the designs shown incorporated genetic resources, while on 
other slides, aboriginal paintings were reproduced on carpets.  The Delegation added that, on 
the final slide, examples of registered designs from the OHIM’s database were represented.  
Noting that those were just some examples of the way in which traditional knowledge, traditional 
cultural expressions and genetic resources could be protected, the Delegation pointed out that, 
should those designs be protected under design law, the protection would allow the exclusion of 
other products from the marketplace. 
 
70. The Delegation of the United States of America, noting that no design application was 
shown in the slides, said that, if there were to be a submission to some office and that office 
were to make a determination, a reference to that application would seem to be a critical part to 
have any kind of standard or even do that analysis.  The Delegation believed that the slides 
showed the commercial embodiments of design, but did not show any design application or 
registration, thus taking the discussion away from the DLT.  Moreover, it was not clear how an 
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applicant would know when the disclosure requirement would be triggered.  Referring to the 
image of a lizard shown in an example, the Delegation wondered whether the idea was that any 
lizard design would trigger the disclosure requirement.  The Delegation concluded that a 
provision on a disclosure requirement raised many questions on its workability, framework and 
applicability.  
 
71.  The Delegation of Mozambique said that the disclosure requirement would work in the 
same way as under the copyright law in the United States of America, where copyright 
registration required disclosure of any prior work on which the new work was based.  Referring 
to the question on the lizard design, the Delegation explained that, if the applicant had access to 
the aboriginal painting and based the carpet design on it, then he/she would need to disclose it.  
If the applicant did not have access to that and did not know any source of design other than 
his/her own brain, then he/she would not have to disclose it.  The Delegation believed that it 
was a matter for national law to specify how to comply with that particular disclosure 
requirement.  Looking at analogies with patent law, the Delegation said that the general rule 
was that, if a person did not know the source or origin, he/she did not have to disclose anything.  
The Delegation concluded that the idea was not to create an unnecessary burden, but to 
encourage people to comply with the disclosure of origin when they based their work on a 
pre-existing traditional work.   
 
72. The Delegation of Spain, indicating that the question was how to deal with such 
applications, expressed the view that intellectual property offices did not have the necessary 
expertise and resources to do an in-depth analysis to detect TCEs or TK used in a design.  The 
Delegation added that this was an issue of substance and not of formality. 
 
73. The Delegation of Mozambique pointed out that there would not be a requirement for 
intellectual property offices to make an evaluation of whether or not a design was based on an 
earlier work.  In many cases, the requirement was only to disclose the origin, so that the 
information was made available.  The question might come up in later litigation or in matters 
regarding the validity or enforceability of the right.  The Delegation stressed the fact that, while 
this was a question for national laws to decide, in principle there would be no additional burden 
on the office, as there would be no need for examiners to be qualified to analyze anything.  
However, the Delegation believed that the disclosure requirement could be an incentive to 
comply with laws protecting traditional knowledge, traditional cultural expressions and genetic 
resources.   
 
74. The Delegation of Hungary, noting that the examples shown clarified the proposal, 
wondered whether the disclosure requirement was a substantive or a formal one.  The 
Delegation indicated that, should the disclosure requirement be a filing date requirement, 
Article 3 could not accommodate it.  In addition, the Delegation said that it did not see at which 
stage of the registration procedure the requirement would be checked, and whether it should be 
complied with before or after an office action, or whether it could be invoked as an invalidation 
ground.  The Delegation further wondered whether the Contracting Parties to the ARIPO 
Swakopmund Protocol could give examples of how Sections 10 and 19 of that Protocol had 
been implemented.   
 
75. The Delegation of the United Stated of America, referring to the previous intervention of 
the Delegation of Mozambique regarding the analogy with copyright, said that obligation to 
disclose information about prior works concerned derivative works.  The right to create a 
derivative work was the right of the copyright owner.  If one added something new to a design, 
that person would own the rights in the newly added part, but would not own the rights on the 
original part.  The Delegation added that there was no tie between the obligation under 
copyright and the source of origin.  The Delegation said that, in its view, what had been 
proposed by the African Group related to the examination procedure.  The Delegation said that  
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it supported the idea that offices would determine the extent to which they would like to examine 
and look for novelty or non-original designs, based on publications, previous patents, or other 
articles. 
 
76. The Delegation of South Africa clarified that South Africa was not a Contracting Party to 
the Swakopmund Protocol and that the disclosure requirement under its law was an application 
requirement.   
 
77. The Delegation of Mozambique, in reply to the question by the Delegation of Hungary, 
said that the requirements provided by draft Article 3 related to the application and did not 
concern the filing date.  Indicating that  the Delegation was not able to speak on behalf of 
ARIPO in terms of how ARIPO was specifically implementing the Swakopmund Protocol, the 
Delegation referred to the experience of China, where the patent law required to disclose the 
origin, if known, or to declare that the origin was unknown.  Examiners could require applicants 
to disclose the origin, if it appeared necessary.  The Delegation believed that one way to comply 
with that requirement was to file the form of disclosure of origin, along with the application, or to 
submit it at a later stage.  The Delegation further referred to the Swiss provision saying that its 
understanding of it was that the applicant had a period of some months after the application had 
been filed to comply with the disclosure of origin requirement.  The Delegation concluded that 
the key issue was to allow countries to require that origin be disclosed, at whatever point in the 
application process they chose.   
 
78. The Representative of HEP said that the images in the presentation witnessed the piracy 
of traditional knowledge of indigenous communities, that did not know how to protect 
themselves.  Expressing the concern that indigenous people might not be able to put forward a 
claim, the Representative wondered how to deal with designs that had been acquired illicitly. 
 
79. The Delegation of Greece, indicating that only elements of a general nature should be 
addressed in the Articles, reiterated the view that the disclosure requirement should be 
addressed in the Rules, which provided for a more flexible environment. 
 
80. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the African Group, expressed its 
readiness to work on a different language that would capture the principle and provide a level of 
comfort for other concerned delegations, but stated that it was committed to the principle. 
 
81. The Chair proposed to continue the discussion in informal consultations.  
 
82. The Chair resumed the work after the informal consultations.  He reported that the 
question of technical assistance had not been discussed in detail in the informal meeting, as an 
agreement on the principle had been reached and the issue that remained at stake was whether 
the provisions on technical assistance would take form of an article or a resolution.  Concerning 
the proposal by the African Group on Article 3, he reported that, further to the fruitful 
discussions which had taken place in the Plenary, the African Group had made a new proposal 
for Article 3(1)(a)(ix) during the informal meeting, which read as follows:  “[(ix) a disclosure of 
the origin or source of traditional cultural expressions, traditional knowledge or biological/genetic 
resources utilized or incorporated in the industrial design;]”.  The Chair also announced that he 
had put forward another proposal, as an alternative, of a new Article 1bis, entitled “General 
Principles”, based on similar provisions of the PLT and the Marrakesh Treaty, which read as 
follows: “(1)  [No Regulation of Substantive Industrial Design Law]  Nothing in this Treaty or the 
Regulations is intended to be construed as prescribing anything that would limit the freedom of 
a Contracting Party to prescribe such requirements of the applicable substantive law relating to 
industrial designs as it desires.  (2) [Relation to Other Treaties]  Nothing in this Treaty shall 
derogate from any obligations that Contracting Parties have to each other under any other 
treaties.]”.  
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83. In reply to a question by the Delegation of Japan on whether the issue of technical 
assistance could be brought again to the discussion since it had a comment on the wording of 
paragraph (3)(b) of the provision, the Chair noted that, at that stage, the discussion 
concentrated on the areas where agreement was still needed, and recalled that an agreement 
on the principle of technical assistance had been reached.  
 
84. The Delegation of Canada, indicating that it could not express its position with regard to 
the new proposals, since it had not had time to study them and consult with the capital, asked 
whether the proposal by the Chair was intended to replace the text proposed with respect to the 
mandatory disclosure.   
 
85. The Chair replied that it was up to the SCT to discuss and to reach an agreement on 
those proposals.  He explained that the proposal by the Chair had been driven from earlier 
discussions on substantive and formalities issues and on the fact that the draft DLT did not 
contain an equivalent provision to that of the PLT on safeguarding the freedom of the 
Contracting Parties with respect to applicable substantive requirements.   
 
86. The Delegation of the European Union on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states said it could not pronounce itself on the proposals at that stage.  The Delegation 
wondered whether the earlier African Group proposal had been withdrawn and replaced with 
the new African proposal, and whether this meant that the new African Group proposal and the 
proposal by the Chair would be integrated into the text.   
 
87. The Chair confirmed that the earlier proposal by the African Group was replaced by a new 
proposal and would be incorporated into the text.  With regard to his own proposal, the Chair 
said that the Committee had to decide whether the proposal should be incorporated into the 
text, whether it could replace other text, or whether it was useful at all.  The Chair further 
proposed to hold informal consultations.  
 
88. The Chair resumed the meeting and informed the Committee that it had been decided in 
the informal consultations that Article 1bis, within brackets, would be inserted into the draft text, 
accompanied by a footnote stating that it was the Chair’s proposal.  The new proposal from the 
African Group on Article 3(1)(a)(ix) would replace the former proposal from the African Group.  
On technical assistance, the views regarding the form of the provision remained different.   
 
89. The Delegation of China, recalling the mandate of the WIPO General Assembly to finalize 
the draft of the DLT at the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth sessions of the SCT, pointed out that 
document SCT/33/2 mentioned that some Member States had expressed reservations on five 
articles.  However, draft Article 29, Reservations, contained no text.  The Delegation wondered 
whether the content of that provision would be discussed by the SCT at its next session. 
 
90. The Secretariat said that a distinction should be made between an article on reservations 
of a treaty and a position expressed by a Delegation in the course of the work of the SCT at a 
technical level.  The mention that certain delegations had reserved their position on the working 
text had been included in the document to faithfully report the progress of the work.  
Reservations in a treaty were decided by a diplomatic conference.  From a negotiation point of 
view, the Article on Reservations was usually kept until the very last moment because it was the 
ultimate way out of a deadlock in a negotiation.  Thus, from a drafting point of view, the 
approach was to leave that provision empty to signal to delegations that there was a possibility 
to raise reservations.  The Secretariat suggested not to draft reservations at that stage, which 
was without prejudice to the positions of the Delegations that had reservations and that could 
voice them during the course of the diplomatic conference. 
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91. The Chair concluded that the new proposal by the African Group for 
Article 3(1)(a)(ix) and the Chair’s proposal for a new Article 1bis would be included 
between square brackets in a revised version of document SCT/33/2 for consideration of 
the thirty-fifth session of the SCT. 

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 5:  TRADEMARKS 
 
Revised Draft Reference Document on the Protection of Country Names Against Registration 
and Use as Trademarks 
 
Revised Proposal by the Delegation of Jamaica 
 
92. Discussions were based on documents and SCT/34/2 Prov.2 and SCT/32/2. 
 
93. The Delegation of Jamaica expressed the view that the Revised Draft Reference 
Document on the Protection of Country Names Against Registration and Use as 
Trademarks (SCT/34/2 Prov.2) did not assist the SCT further nor provided any better 
information, clarity or perspective beyond what had already been presented in 
document SCT/24/6.  The Delegation believed that a more simplified document, which could be 
in the form of a chart, a table or a document on areas of convergence showing the various 
approaches to country name protection, would be more useful to advance the discussions.  
Since 2009, Jamaica had worked constructively with all Members of the SCT to find a common 
approach to address the issue.  The Delegation had provided a detailed analysis of the 
Study (document SCT/29/5) and, given the shortcomings highlighted by that Study, it had 
submitted further written proposals and tabled a Draft Joint Recommendation at the thirty-first 
session of the SCT.  Subsequently, the Draft Joint Recommendation was revised to reflect the 
comments and feedback provided by SCT members (document SCT/32/2).  The Delegation had 
also actively participated in the side event convened during the thirty-second session of 
the SCT, which highlighted the need for a greater international protection for country names 
than current trademark practice generally offered.  During the thirty-third session of the 
Committee, the Delegation responded to questions and concerns that were raised by some 
Member States.  The Delegation was convinced that the time was appropriate to begin the 
substantive discussion of the Revised Draft Joint Recommendation.  The aim of the document 
was not to prescribe rules that intellectual property offices must follow, nor to create additional 
obligations, but to establish a coherent and consistent framework to guide intellectual property 
offices and other competent authorities in addressing trademarks, business identifiers and 
domain names containing country names.  The Delegation expressed its gratitude to the 
Member States that supported those important discussions and also to those delegations that 
had raised concerns.  The Delegation stood ready to work with all Member States to produce a 
Joint Recommendation of the Paris Union and the WIPO General Assembly that would enjoy 
the consensus of the entire membership, and looked forward to continued discussion and 
progress on the issue within the SCT. 
 
94. The Delegation of Romania, speaking on behalf of the CEBS Group, welcomed the 
conclusion that was stated in document SCT/34/2 Prov.2, which highlighted that several 
opportunities existed before and after trademark registration for invoking the protection of 
country names.  The Delegation supported the proposal contained in that document to address 
the protection of country names in trademark examination manuals, with a view to increasing 
awareness of the possibilities to refuse or invalidate the registration of trademarks consisting of 
or containing country names.  The CEBS Group held the view that it would be extremely useful 
to ensure careful examination of the potential consequences of any increased protection for all 
stakeholders, and believed that with the results of such an examination, the Committee would 
be in a better position to decide whether the current mechanism for refusal or invalidation of 
trademarks containing country names needed to be complemented. 
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95. The Delegation of Japan said that country names constituted geographical terms that 
were generally not registrable as trademarks if they were descriptive or deceptive in relation to 
the designated goods or services.  The Delegation believed that even where geographical terms 
were included in trademarks, such registrations should not be excessively restrictive, as long as 
the marks were distinctive and the use of geographical terms was not liable to mislead the 
public.  However, considering that geographical terms including names of States were used to 
indicate the place of origin of the goods, the Delegation feared that smooth economic activities 
could be affected by excessive protection of country names.  Accordingly, the Delegation 
believed that it was important to bear in mind that the means for protecting country names 
should be discussed carefully, taking into account the impact of such protection on economic 
activities. 
 
96. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, held the view that the Revised Draft Reference Document on the Protection of 
Country Names Against Registration and Use as Trademarks contained information from 
different sources, thus giving a broad overview.  The Delegation of the European Union, on 
behalf of the European Union and its member states, concurred with the conclusion contained 
in the document that there were several opportunities at various stages before and after the 
registration of a trademark, where the protection of country names might be invoked.  The 
Delegation believed that it was necessary to look at the issue from all perspectives, not only 
from the point of view of States and consumers, but also of the current users of country names 
in trademarks, who might legitimately use country names which had become well known and 
recognized in the marketplace.  By taking account of this fact, the Committee could prevent 
upsetting legitimately held business practices.  The Delegation supported the proposal 
contained in paragraph 90 of document SCT/34/2 Prov.2, that protection of country names 
could be addressed in trademark examination manuals, in order to raise awareness of the 
already widely existing possibilities to refuse or invalidate the registration as trademarks of signs 
consisting of or containing a country name.  More specifically, it would appear useful to 
emphasize that country names could also be, by way of example, a possible application of the 
existing general grounds for refusing signs that lacked any distinctiveness, were descriptive, 
contrary to public policy, or were misleading, deceptive or false.  The Delegation of the 
European Union, on behalf of the European Union and its member states, looked forward to 
participating constructively in future discussions on the topic and was ready to engage on a 
revised draft reference document considering national practices as well as the proposal 
presented by the Delegation of Jamaica. 
 
97. The Delegation of China considered that document SCT/34/2 Prov.2 had summarized 
several national laws on the protection of country names and analyzed different practices to 
achieve such protection.  The document would enable the SCT to further deepen the discussion 
on this question.  The Delegation thanked the Delegation of Jamaica for its proposal that was 
very helpful for the work of the Committee and expressed willingness to join in the in-depth 
discussions on this matter. 
 
98. The Delegation of Switzerland reaffirmed its support for any work aimed at improving the 
protection of country names.  A country name could be registered as an element of a mark, 
business identifier or domain name, or could simply be used in connection with products or 
services.  In practice, country names appeared in these identifiers and for reason, it seemed 
that the trademark system did not respond to the need of protection for country names, or did so 
only partially.  The proposal by the Delegation of Jamaica was a comprehensive and 
interdisciplinary approach, which seemed to be necessary to deal with the scale of the problem.  
Having read document SCT/34/2 Prov.2, the Delegation noted that many countries refused the 
registration of a mark containing a country name as a sole element.  However, the matter was 
much more ambiguous as regarded the registration of a mark that contained the name of a 
country among several elements.  Therefore, the Delegation considered that non–binding 
guidelines at the international level were necessary and their discussion could lead to additional 
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clarity and greater legal security in this area.  The Delegation opined that the Committee should 
examine and discuss the various provisions of the Joint Recommendation and believed that in 
so doing, WIPO could make a major contribution to the development of the intellectual property 
system, for the benefit of users and consumers in this area.  
 
99. The Delegation of Monaco expressed support for the proposal made by the Delegation of 
Jamaica, which seemed to be a good basis to achieve progress in this area.  For more than 
15 years, national authorities in Monaco had engaged in the world-wide protection of the names 
“Monaco” and “Monte Carlo”.  However, they had noted that the protection granted to names of 
States was neither uniform nor exhaustive and required the mobilization of a number of human 
resources, led to great expense and did not guarantee the preservation of the image and 
reputation of a country, both from the point of view of local stakeholders and consumers.  The 
Delegation hoped that the Committee could advance the work on this issue, in particular on the 
proposal presented by the Delegation of Jamaica. 
 
100. The Delegation of Bahamas aligned itself with the statement made by the Delegation of 
Jamaica and supported the proposed Revised Draft Joint Recommendation Concerning 
Provisions on the Protection of Country Names.  As a small island developing State from the 
GRULAC region and more intimately from the Caribbean Community, Bahamas understood why 
the protection of country names was needed as well as how the lack of such protection had 
impacted on its economy.  National economies in that area were subject to exogenous shocks, 
especially with regard to the effects of climate change, which was witnessed by the severe 
weather conditions that the region experienced.  A reading of the Jamaica proposal revealed 
that it was not calling for legally–binding rules but rather for the establishment of international 
standards, harmonizing the treatment of registrations, including country names, to help guide 
national intellectual property offices.  The Delegation called on the membership of the 
Organization to support the proposal of the Delegation of Jamaica, to begin substantive 
discussions on the matter and to have a document showing areas of convergence in order to 
move the matter forward. 
 
101. The Delegation of Spain supported the declaration made by the Delegation of the 
European Union regarding the revised proposal presented by the Delegation of Jamaica and 
considered that names of States were appropriately protected in the current European 
legislation and in national trademark laws.  As the Delegation had previously expressed and 
consistent with what had been outlined by the Delegation of the European Union, a detailed 
study on the issue of names of States was needed, but that study should gather all the 
perspectives and points of view, not only the point of view of the States and consumers, but 
also the point of view of current users of country names in trademarks, in order to avoid 
upsetting legitimately held business practices.  The Delegation considered it highly useful to 
work and look deeply into this issue and thanked the Delegation of Jamaica for its efforts to 
draft the successive proposals, taking into account the opinion of all interested delegations and 
international organizations. 
 
102. The Delegation of Hungary noted that having studied with great interest the Revised Draft 
Reference Document, it came to the conclusion that especially in the area of misleading or 
deceptive marks, the practice of intellectual property offices and authorities was quite divergent.  
The Delegation saw merit in moving forward to examine and underline the reasons for these 
divergent practices, with a view to having a more in-depth discussion about the application of 
those grounds for refusal and invalidation of trademarks. 
 
103. The Delegation of Trinidad and Tobago said that developing nations were becoming 
increasingly aware that not only brands faced dilution, but also the reputation of the country 
names appended to them.  Hence, trademark examination procedures needed to be more 
sensitive of that reality and in that context, the Delegation supported the proposal made by the 
Delegation of Jamaica.  
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104. The Delegation of France endorsed the intervention made by the Delegation of the 
European Union.  The Delegation fully understood that the issue of the protection of names of 
States was an important topic that should be dealt with in the Committee and supported the 
continuation of work on this topic.  The Delegation noted that paragraph 90 of the Revised Draft 
Reference Document had outlined the way forward and it would be useful to explore it.  Any 
document that would allow the Committee to move ahead on this question and to gain 
additional knowledge of different office practices in the handling of names of States would 
provide a better understanding of the concerns that Member States had about this issue. 
 
105. The Delegation of Georgia shared the position of the CEBS Group, to which it was a 
member, and declared that the possible impact of the instrument contained in the proposal by 
the Delegation of Jamaica should be studied thoroughly.  
 
106. The Delegation of Ghana said that it would welcome further discussions on country 
names, which served as important identifiers in nation branding strategies. 
 
107. The Representative of JPAA indicated that although document SCT/34/2 Prov.2 showed 
that rules and practices concerning the protection of country names varied among different 
Member States, country names were sufficiently protected under the legislation of many 
countries.  The Representative expressed concern that the adoption of new 
internationally-harmonized guidelines for country names might interfere with the economic 
activity of registered owners of trademarks containing country names, who legitimately owned 
rights on those marks and hoped that the opinion of the users would be taken into account in 
the SCT discussions. 
 
108. The Representative of HEP attached particular importance to signs that could be 
considered as trademarks, especially at the regional level.  The Representative noted that it 
was not always easy to understand the difference between a trademark and a geographical 
indication in the proposal presented by the Delegation of Jamaica.  The objective of HEP was to 
better understand the issue in order to explain it to other groups that were not present in the 
session. 
 
109. The Delegation of Jamaica referred to the recurrent concerns that had been raised by 
Delegations, in particular that trademark examination manuals could be a useful means of 
protecting country names, as proposed in paragraph 90 of the Revised Reference Document.  
The Delegation highlighted that, while the use of trademark manuals should be supported, it 
was still necessary to reach some international consensus on these issues.  Thereafter, States 
could revise their trademark examination manuals rather than leaving the issue exclusively to 
national jurisdiction.  With regard to the second concern relating to the impact that the proposed 
protection would have on legitimate users of country names, the Delegation considered that 
although a balance was necessary and an assessment would be useful, it was not sure 
how readily that could be done, and how reliable that information would be.  It was important to 
acknowledge the fact that States and in particular small–island developing States and States 
with nation branding strategies were legitimate users of their own country names.  Therefore, 
the Delegation was of the view that the balance sought should also secure the rights of those 
States and the protection that they deserved. 
 
110. The Chair noted that the Committee had agreed to the content of 
document SCT/34/2 Prov.2.  However, Members were divided in two groups:  the first group 
considered that the document was self-sufficient and useful for trademark examiners and a 
second group which had expressed the wish to go further and, in particular, to prepare a Joint 
Recommendation.  In one suggestion, it was requested that the Secretariat prepare for 
discussion during the next session, a brief document based on the reference document, which 
could list the areas of convergence and also divergent practices.  Document SCT/34/2 Prov.2 
could be adopted as a reference document to be used by national offices. 
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111. The Delegation of Switzerland supported the proposal of the Chair and considered it a 
good approach to move ahead.  The Delegation proposed that the convergence document 
should be based on the proposal put forward by the Delegation of Jamaica, which was more 
specific and limited than the general document prepared by the Secretariat. 
 
112. The Delegation of Monaco endorsed the proposal of the Chair as well as the suggestion 
made by the Delegation of Switzerland and asked whether the new document could be drafted 
in accordance with the suggestion made by the Delegation of Jamaica to present the 
information on a table, or if the document would take another form. 
 
113. The Delegation of Canada expressed the view that the SCT had undertaken sufficient 
work on the protection of country names. 
 
114. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, believed that if the SCT were to continue work on this subject, the focus should 
be on identifying national practices. 
 
115. The Delegation of the United States of America supported the comments made by 
the Delegation of the European Union to the effect that the information document should 
constitute the basis for preparing further work on areas of convergence.  The Delegation 
said that it would need additional time to consider the proposal presented by the 
Delegation of Jamaica.  The proposal did not, in the opinion of the Delegation, seem 
useful in terms of looking at national practices and it did not seem, for example, that the 
practice of the United States of America was included in that document. 
 
116. The Delegation of Japan supported the statements made by the delegations of the 
European Union and the United States of America, and called for the preparation of a further 
study in order to understand national practices and consider the adequate balance between the 
protection of country names and trademarks. 
 
117. The Delegation of Norway agreed with the statement made by the Delegation of Canada 
that the SCT had done sufficient work on country names and was of the opinion that the 
Revised Draft Reference Document was a natural conclusion of that work.  Should the 
Committee continue to work on this issue, the Delegation supported the suggestion made by 
the Delegation of the European Union to base any further work on the Draft Reference 
Document and not on the proposal made by the Delegation of Jamaica. 
 
118. The Delegation of Jamaica felt that a document on areas of convergence could lead to a 
more focused discussion on this agenda item.  Taking as an example the areas of convergence 
on trademark opposition procedures, the Delegation considered that such a helpful approach 
could also be used in relation to country names.  The Delegation considered areas of 
convergence to be a useful tool that could facilitate additional discussions and help achieving 
consensus on the proposed Draft Joint Recommendation.  While the Delegation agreed that the 
revised reference document to be prepared by the Secretariat could also include a chart or a 
table to show both areas of convergence and divergence, the approach might be similar to that 
used in previous documents, provided that those areas were clearly shown.  In addition, the 
Delegation believed that it could be useful to point to the existing national practices based on 
the current Reference Document, but to also show where the Draft Joint Recommendation 
could address the areas of divergence. 
 
119. The Delegation of Spain supported the declaration made by the Delegation of the 
European Union concerning the identification of different national practices.  The Delegation 
also considered that the Revised Document prepared by the Secretariat was sufficiently explicit. 
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120. The Delegation of the Russian Federation agreed with the conclusions included in 
document SCT/34/2 Prov.2.  However, in view of the concerns expressed by several 
delegations, it was prepared to continue the work on country names, in particular in the direction 
contained in the proposal by the Chair. 
 

121. The SCT adopted the Revised Reference Document on the Protection of Country 
Names Against Registration and Use as Trademarks (document SCT/34/2 Prov.2) as a 
reference document. 
 
122. The Chair requested the Secretariat to prepare a new document, based on 
document SCT/34/2 for discussion at its thirty-fifth session under this agenda item, 
identifying different practices and approaches, and existing areas of convergence in 
regard of the protection of country names. 

 
 
Update on Trademark-Related Aspects of the Domain Name System 
 
123. Discussion was based on document SCT/34/3. 
 
124. The Delegation of Hungary thanked the Secretariat for the update contained in the 
document.  Given the increasing number of new gTLDs and the likelihood of future 
trademark-related debates, the Delegation highlighted the importance of proper institutional and 
procedural frameworks for trademark and other rights holders, particularly the rules and 
procedures for dispute resolution and requested the Secretariat to keep Member States 
updated.  The Delegation also requested further explanation from the Secretariat about 
uncertainties in the effectiveness of the Post Delegation Dispute Resolution Procedure 
(PDDRP) and the relationship between the Uniform Rapid Suspension System (URS) and the 
Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP). 
 
125. The Delegation of Japan referred to the large number of new gTLDs to be introduced and 
said that the legitimate interests of trademark right holders should not be unreasonably 
prejudiced and trademark right holders should not be unduly burdened when implementing the 
rights protection mechanisms of ICANN. 
 
126. The Delegation of Switzerland thanked the Secretariat for the update and joined the 
Delegation of Hungary’s request for further clarification about the PDDRP. 
 
127. The Secretariat explained that the PDDRP is a dispute resolution mechanism that the 
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center (WIPO Center) proposed to ICANN to address systemic 
cybersquatting at the second level in gTLDs where registry operators would themselves be 
complicit.  While a number of changes were made through ICANN’s policy development 
processes, this post delegation mechanism is currently available for trademark owners to use in 
the context of ICANN’s new gTLD program.  The Secretariat noted that no PDDRP case has 
been filed to date and indicated that it will continue to monitor it from a dispute resolution 
provider perspective.  Regarding the relationship between the URS and the UDRP, the 
Secretariat indicated this was an area which the WIPO Center raised during the ICANN’s new 
gTLD program policy development process and that there is currently limited URS case 
experience to judge its effectiveness.  The Secretariat further explained that a policy review 
process is underway at ICANN to review the URS and potentially also the UDRP, which the 
WIPO Center will closely monitor with a view to providing its expertise where appropriate.  
 
128. The Representative of ICANN indicated that as the Secretariat mentioned, the gTLD 
process at ICANN continues with the introduction of new gTLDs.  In addition, the 
Representative explained that a review process has been initiated to look at the rights 
protection issues, the wider economic political aspects, and consumer rights processes in 
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relation to the new gTLDs that have been introduced.  The Representative expressed that 
ICANN has made it clear that there will be a second round of applications for new gTLDs in due 
course, which could start in two to three years depending on the various review mechanisms 
that are taking place.  The Representative explained that these review mechanisms will be 
looking at the economics of the new gTLDs, the consequences of introducing them in terms of 
consumer protection and privacy, and other aspects such as competition, noting that 
governments and IGOs will have the possibility to provide input in such processes through their 
representation in ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee. 
 
129. The chair stated that the SCT had considered document SCT/34/3 and that the 
Secretariat was requested to keep Member States informed of future developments in the DNS. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 6:  GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS 
 
130. Discussions were based on documents SCT/30/7, SCT/31/7, SCT/31/8 Rev.4, SCT/34/4 
and SCT/34/5. 
 
131. The Delegation of the United States of America indicated its intention was to address its 
proposals contained in documents SCT/30/7, SCT/31/7 and SCT/34/5 at once as they were 
expressing the same concept.  Recalling that it had proposed several time to the SCT to discuss 
national approaches to geographical indication systems, the Delegation reiterated its proposal 
with the intent of fulfilling the mandate of the WIPO General Assembly.  Indicating that the 
historical documents listed in document SCT/34/5 were put forward to highlight the rich history 
of the discussion in the SCT on geographical source identifiers, the Delegation stated that they 
also underlined how the SCT conversation had stopped to respond and react to other 
geographical indication debates happening in other fora.  The Delegation proposed to end the 
hiatus of the last ten years on geographical indication discussions at the SCT, which was mainly 
due to WTO negotiations.  In its view, work on geographical indications should now be 
resumed.  Referring to its proposals contained in documents SCT/30/7 and SCT/31/7, the 
Delegation asked for a work program to explore and share information on national systems for 
the protection of geographical indications as it sought information on how national systems that 
had developed over the last ten years handled particular issues related to geographical 
indication examination and protection and why they had chosen particular solutions.  
Highlighting that many of the historical papers identified issues considered to be the most 
important or difficult at that time, the Delegation considered that it could be useful to discuss 
many of these issues as geographical indication registration systems had matured and national 
offices had more experiences to share.  Noting that the historical papers identified very broadly 
how international treaties addressed issues or broad general trends of systems around the 
world and observing that it could not find much information about specific national systems, the 
Delegation considered that this stood in contrast to the Reference Document that the SCT was 
discussing on country names, where countries had shared specific experiences.  Recognizing 
that each system was designed to advance different policy interests, the Delegation considered 
important to discuss not just what mechanisms of protection were in place at the national level 
but also why they were designed that way.  As it sought a constructive dialogue, not country 
monologs, the Delegation welcomed ideas on how to achieve that dialogue.  Considering that 
asking the Secretariat to draft a questionnaire or a study or conduct a survey could not be 
sufficient, the Delegation wondered whether topics for discussion could be proposed by 
Delegations, by submitting questions to be answered by other SCT members.  With this respect, 
the historical papers could give ideas for possible topics.  Although it was aware of the fact that 
it had proposed a heavy reading listing for the present meeting, the Delegation hoped that these 
documents could succeed in refreshing the collective memory on the broad array of issues that 
would benefit from the renewed focus of SCT members, considering the changes in the 
intellectual property landscape in the last decade. 
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132. The Delegation of Hungary, wondering whether the proposals on the table should be 
discussed at once or separately, expressed its preference for discussing in a separate manner 
the basic proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America and the joint proposal 
contained in document SCT/31/8 on the issue of geographical indications in the DNS, taking 
into account their different natures and contents.  The Delegation added that it reserved its right 
to comment on the proposal put forward by the Delegation of the United States of America once 
the way to proceed agreed. 

 
133. The Delegation of India, speaking in its national capacity, expressed its support for the 
proposal made by the Delegation of the United States of America to develop a survey on the 
existing national geographical indications regime to enhance the understanding of the 
commonalities and differences in approaches to geographical indication protection adopted by 
various Member States. 

 
134. The Delegation of Chile, underlining that it attached great importance to the discussions 
regarding geographical indications as important tools for economic development, commended 
the Delegation of the United States of America for the document SCT/34/5, which gave a 
complete historical outline of documents that had been drawn up until now on this topic.  In its 
view, this enabled SCT members to come up with two elements.  Firstly, the Delegation 
stressed that debates on this issue were not foreign to this Committee and that these 
documents illustrated that the discussions had not been peaceful.  Secondly, since many years 
had gone by since the last debate in this forum, the Delegation was of the view that the 
progress and decisions as regards public policies in the Member States deserved today a broad 
discussion, as mandated by the General Assembly.  Observing an international legislative 
horizon in which many visions and systems were coexisting, the Delegation stated that this 
included a great range of sui generis protection within the framework of the TRIPS Agreement 
and the bilateral and regional agreements in the past couple of years.  Recalling that the 
mandate of the General Assembly should guide the discussion on this agenda item, the 
Delegation considered important to establish a deadline to submit questions about topics of 
interest to be commented on by Member States.  The Delegation of Chile concluded by stating 
that this could be a good form, able to provide a conceptual framework to explore the different 
protection systems covering all the aspects at national and regional level. 

 
135. The Delegation of Canada, thanking the Delegation of the United States of America for its 
proposals, believed that there would be value added in studying aspects of geographical 
indication protection since national systems of protection differed.  As, during the years where 
the SCT had looked at geographical indications, numerous bilateral and multilateral treaties had 
been signed, the Delegation was of the view that it could be time to conduct an update.  
Considering that the question of the genericness test had not been fully scoped out, the 
Delegation expressed its interests in a study on that issue.  The Delegation said that the 
proposals of the Delegation of the United States of America had merit in lightening the fast 
developing discussions on geographical indications at multilateral and bilateral regional levels 
and the need to better understanding the emerging global implications on this issue.  Therefore, 
the Delegation of Canada supported further study and analysis by the SCT, as suggested in the 
proposals of the Delegation of the United States of America.  Referring to the proposal 
contained in document SCT/31/8 Rev.4, the Delegation indicated that it understood the wish of 
some Member States to discuss the protection of geographical indications in the domain name 
space.  The Delegation recalled that the SCT had considered this issue in 2002 for the two 
WIPO recommendations on domain names.  However, as these discussions had taken place 
twelve years ago, the Delegation of Canada said that it was not opposed to further study on this 
topic. 

 
136. The Delegation of Japan expressed its support for a study to be undertaken by the 
Secretariat in order to examine various national legal approaches to specific geographical 
indication topics as, on the one hand, the WIPO General Assembly had directed the SCT to 
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examine the different systems for protection of geographical indications and, on the other hand, 
the SCT was the most appropriate forum in WIPO to discuss for the geographical indication 
issue.  Considering that such study would help to deepen the understanding of various 
geographical indication issues, the Delegation of Japan lent its support to the proposal of the 
Delegation of the United States of America. 
 
137. The Delegation of the Republic of Korea believed that there was an added value in 
studying various approaches for the protection of geographical indications, considering that 
such systems differed from country to country.  Throughout the last decade, these differences 
had become more and more pronounced as the result of various bilateral and multilateral 
agreements that had been signed and legislations that had been changed.  The Delegation was 
of the view that the Republic of Korea served as an appropriate case study on why additional 
research into national geographical indication systems was needed.  The Republic of Korea 
operated a geographical indication filing system that functioned in a capacity similar to its 
system for protecting collective and certification marks under the Trademark Act.  In accordance 
with the TRIPS Agreement, the Republic of Korea also protected geographical indications of 
WTO Members relating to wines, spirits and other items listed in the FTA agreement.  The 
Delegation announced that it would be pleased to share with WIPO Member States its 
experiences with implementing various geographical indication protection systems.  
Furthermore, the Delegation stressed that the SCT was the most suitable forum for discussing 
geographical indication filing systems since it was the WIPO Committee, dealing with 
geographical indications, which could be equally attended by all WIPO Member States. 

 
138. The Delegation of Uruguay said that it attached great importance to the discussion on 
geographical indications in this Committee.  As previously underlined by other Delegations, the 
Delegation of Uruguay considered that the SCT was the appropriate forum to discuss this issue.  
As ten years had gone by since the last time that the SCT had discussed geographical 
indications, the Delegation welcomed and supported the proposal of the Delegation of the 
United States of America.  The Delegation considered that a joint work between the Secretariat 
and the Member States could lead to a questionnaire useful to further clarify this issue. 

 
139. The Delegation of France considered important to be precise about what SCT members 
wished to do in this possible study, which could be undertaken to respond to the request from 
the General Assembly.  Recalling that the decision of the General Assembly had directed the 
SCT to examine the different systems for protection of geographical indications, the Delegation 
underlined that it was important to specify that the mandate of the General Assembly did not 
bear on international treaties but dealt with the review of national systems of protection of 
geographical indications.  Noting that many delegations wished to introduce, in the scope of the 
study, the issue of international treaties, the Delegation stressed that this was not the mission 
entrusted by the General Assembly.  Referring to its proposal, the Delegation of France 
highlighted that it aimed at specifying that the study would bear on the protection of 
geographical indications in national systems.  As it also had queries about the functioning of 
certain national systems, the Delegation sought a study on the procedures and limits of the 
protection of the geographical indications through collective and certification marks, as well a 
complimentary study on marks using geographical names.  Having a special interest in the 
protection of geographical indications on the Internet, on which the legislation was still lagging 
behind, and referring to the proposal contained in document SCT/31/8 Rev.4, which indicated 
the different tracks of study on the protection of geographical indications in domain names, the 
Delegation of France considered that means of improving protection in this field had to be 
found. 

 
140.  The Delegation of Monaco, coming back to the procedural issue raised by the Delegation 
of Hungary, wondered whether the SCT had to look at the proposals separately or together and 
expressed its favour for a separate handling. 
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141. The Delegation of Romania, on behalf of the CEBS Group, indicated that the CEBS Group 
appreciated and supported the joint proposal on protection of geographical indications in 
the DNS.  The proposal of a study on the opportunity to extend the scope of WIPO Uniform 
Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy to country names and geographical indications was 
well justified in the current international context where States had a limited role in shaping the 
system of protection of geographical indications on the Internet.  The Delegation concluded by 
underlining the need to ensure that holders of geographical indications be adequately protected 
against infringing domain names. 
 
142. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, welcomed the decision by the General Assembly to direct the SCT to examine 
the different systems for protection of geographical indications within its current mandate and 
covering all aspects.  The Delegation announced that it looked forward to the discussions on 
how to take the work on geographical indications forward.  Noting that the work should be within 
the current mandate of the SCT, the Delegation stated that SCT had no legal mandate to touch 
upon, review or interpret the Lisbon Agreement or the Geneva Act of the Lisbon Agreement.  As 
a consequence, the examination of the different systems for protection of geographical 
indications within the current mandate and covering all aspects could not be based upon the 
proposals contained in documents SCT/30/7 and SCT/31/7 as they related to the Lisbon 
Agreement and the Geneva Act of the Lisbon Agreement.  Considering that the SCT did not 
have a mandate to review or revise these agreements, the Delegation said that the same 
applied to many of the proposed documents listed in the proposal by the Delegation of the 
United States of America contained in document SCT/34/5 since many of these documents 
concerned the Lisbon Agreement and were therefore outside the scope of the mandate of 
the SCT.  The Delegation indicated that a study on geographical indications and the DNS or 
geographical indications and the Internet, as proposed in documents SCT/31/8 Rev.4 and 
SCT/34/6, would be a way forward.  Geographical indications and domain names was a very 
important and actual topic which could benefit Member States and users.  Noting that this 
proposal had already gained support from a number of other Delegations, the Delegation 
believed that it should serve as the basis for the SCT future work.  The Delegation indicated its 
specific interest in the proposal to conduct a study which should investigate whether the need of 
users for the protection of geographical indications in the DNS had changed, whether the 
measures available today for holders of geographical indications against infringing domain 
names were effective enough and how the existing legal and procedural framework could be 
improved.  Expressing its support for the proposal by the Delegation of France to conduct a 
study on geographical indications in national systems, the Delegation said that it could include a 
study on the terms and limitations for the protection of geographical indications through 
collective and certification marks, as well as a study on legislation and case law relating to 
marks using geographical names.  The Delegation believed that a study in the area of 
geographical indications based on the proposal of the Delegation of the United States of 
America would add little as, in essence, it would only reiterate the obvious fact that some 
countries protected geographical indications through the trademark system and others, 
including the European Union, through a sui generis system. 
 
143. The Delegation of Israel said that it supported further study and analysis regarding 
geographical indications, as suggested by the Delegation of the United States of America. 
 
144. The Delegation of Poland, lending its full support to the proposal contained in 
document SCT/31/8 Rev.4 regarding the protection of geographical indications in the DNS, 
expressed its wish to co-sponsor it.  Moreover, the Delegation, expressing its support for the 
proposal by the Delegation of France, said that it aligned itself with the statement of the 
CEBS Group and the Delegation of the European Union on behalf of the European Union and 
its member states.  In the viewpoint of the Delegation, a study on the protection of geographical 
indications against infringing domain names could benefit many countries and their users.  In 
view of the increased popularity of the Internet, the growing number of domain names, the great 
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amount of promotion of enterprises and the specific interest of local producers that wanted to 
promote their original products, geographical indications protection on the Internet was highly 
required.  The Delegation indicated that, in Poland, geographical indications were becoming 
more attractive for entrepreneurs, as reflected in the growing number of registered agricultural 
geographical indications.  Due to the significance of geographical indications for spirit drinks in 
the Polish market, its import and export for the Polish economy, the Delegation considered that 
such a study would have a significant value.  The Delegation concluded by stating that it 
seemed essential to further analyze the subject of geographical indication protection in 
the DNS. 
 
145. The Delegation of Argentina, taking into account the decision of the General Assembly 
regarding geographical indications, supported the proposal put forward by the Delegation of 
United States of America to carry out studies on national systems for the protection of 
geographical indications.  The Delegation considered that document SCT/34/5 submitted by the 
Delegation of the United States of America identified a set of documents which could be useful 
for the discussions on geographical indications in the SCT. 
 
146. The Delegation of Australia expressed its support for the proposal of the Delegation of the 
United States of America for a discussion on specific issues of policy interest to SCT members 
on the different national systems for the protection of geographical indications.  Recalling that 
national and international circumstances had changed since the SCT had last discussed 
geographical indications in depth, the Delegation was of the view that some WIPO Members 
could now be better placed to discuss their policy settings.  For some members, their approach 
to geographical indication protection could have changed.  Numerous trade agreements having 
been concluded and, in some cases, implemented and this could result in an update or a 
different treatment of geographical indications.  Finally, the Delegation stated that it was open to 
the idea of inviting Member States to identify specific issues, including issues related to 
certification and collective marks and sui generis geographical indication protection systems. 
 
147. The Delegation of the Russian Federation, recalling that it had previously expressed its 
interest in geographical indications on a number of occasions, indicated that the Russian 
Federation was currently looking at the need for reforming its national legislation and creating 
an effective system to protect geographical indications.  Therefore, the Delegation was 
interested in the Committee looking into the various different national systems for protecting 
geographical indications.  The Delegation proposed to take up the previous work of the SCT on 
geographical indication protection and to add the current investigation into the various national 
legislations. 
 
148. The Delegation of Switzerland, referring to the procedural question raised by the 
Delegation of Hungary and other Delegations, was of the view that the two issues needed to be 
dealt with separately.  On the one hand, concerning the mandate conferred by the General 
Assembly to the SCT, the Delegation noted some unity of perspective among the three 
successive proposals from the Delegation of the United States of America and the proposal of 
the Delegation of France.  On the other hand, concerning the protection of geographical 
indications and country names, which was a broader and specific issue within the DNS, the 
Delegation believed that it required to be dealt with separately.  The Delegation noted that the 
subject of geographical indications, which was included within the scope of the Standing 
Committee, was taking a broader effect due to various concrete proposals and to a reminder of 
previous work within WIPO since 1970.  The Delegation said to be pleased to be able to deal 
again with specific, current and material issues, in a constructive spirit aimed towards pragmatic 
solutions, which would enable the beneficiaries of the concerned intellectual property rights to 
have greater legal security.  The Delegation stressed that the revision process of the Lisbon 
Agreement, which had taken place in the specific framework appropriate for the revision of a 
pre-existing international agreement and with the active participation of a great number of WIPO 
Members, had led to the adoption of the Geneva Act.  Considering that the SCT had not been 
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the right place to have parallel discussions on the revision of the Lisbon Agreement, the 
Delegation also believed that the SCT was not the right place for re-opening the discussions of 
the Diplomatic Conference held in May 2015.  Reminding that those discussions had been very 
open, very intensive and often passionate, the Delegation was of the view that tensions of the 
negotiation had to be left behind and that the result of the revision of the Lisbon Agreement 
should be considered for what it was.  It was an act which would only commit those countries 
which would decide to ratify the Geneva Act.  The Delegation considered that only the 
implementation of the Geneva Act would enable to discover possible unresolved problems for 
countries participating in the system and to measure the scope of flexibility introduced into the 
Geneva Act so that the latter be compatible with the broadest possible number of systems and 
legal situations and, therefore, encouraged a greater number of countries to be involved.  The 
Delegation declared that it took very seriously and recognized the legitimacy of the concerns of 
each country wishing to have protection for their geographical indications, irrespective of their 
national legal systems.  In conformity with the international agreements, the Delegation also 
considered that geographical indications were a specific category of intellectual property law 
which could not necessarily be entirely covered under other systems.  This meant that, 
whatever the legal system chosen at the national level, provisions specific to geographical 
indications were vital, at the national and international levels, to adequately deal with the 
peculiarities linked to the concept of geographical indications.  While taking into consideration 
the fact that some countries did not seem to share its view, the Delegation announced its 
openness to further discuss this aspect.  In this perspective, the Delegation believed that the 
discussion should be re-focused on the national level and, on the one hand, on how the country 
of origin protected its own geographical indications and, on the other hand, on how the country 
protected foreign geographical indications.  As indicated at the last session of this Committee, 
the Delegation did not think that a general study on the various different national systems could 
bring in new elements to the discussion able to foster tangible results.  Underlining that the 
mandate from the General Assembly did not mention such a study, the Delegation believed that 
Members needed to agree on the substance to be dealt with and on the respective roles of the 
Secretariat and the SCT Member to carry out this work program.  Moreover, in the opinion of the 
Delegation, documents SCT/30/7 and SCT/31/7 were no longer a basis for discussion as they 
largely referred to the revision process of the Lisbon Agreement which had ended last May.  As 
regards geographical indications, the Delegation considered that the current situation in this 
Committee was a bit confused.  There were two previous proposals from the Delegation of the 
United States of America which were partly obsolete and would need to be revised.  There was 
the joint proposal from the Delegations of the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Portugal, Republic of Moldova, Spain and Switzerland on a specific, current and urgent subject, 
which was not currently dealt with.  Finally, there was the last proposal submitted by the 
Delegation of the United States of America accompanied by a serie of older documents 
reflecting various different contexts of discussions on geographical indications.  For the 
Delegation, a summary of the proposals would be preferable to the juxtaposition of antagonistic 
proposals.  The Delegation believed that the future work should be guided by specific questions 
towards a search for similarities and compatibilities, regardless of the various different systems 
used by different countries.  As it was about identifying possible solutions to effective, concrete 
and limited problems, the Delegation welcomed with great interest, and was favorable to, the 
proposal made by the Delegation of the United States of America, according to which SCT 
members could raise questions regarding national systems for the protection of geographical 
indications within a certain time period.  The Secretariat would then compile the questions 
received so as to enable the Committee to work, at its next session, on a summary of these 
questions.  This summary could serve as a basis for a work program, the modalities of which 
would be decided upon once the substantive base known.  Referring to the issue of 
geographical indications and country names within the DNS, the Delegation of Switzerland 
recalled that it had proposed, with other countries, to launch substantive discussions on this 
issue, which was currently developing very rapidly and broadly.  For this reason, it needed to be 
dealt with without delay.  The Delegation was of the view that this subject was of interest to all 
WIPO members, irrespective of the instruments through which they protected geographical 
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indications and whatever their own perception of the stake involved in the use of country 
names.  The Delegation of Switzerland concluded by inviting SCT members, which were 
opposed to works on this subject, to state the possible grounds for which the study proposed in 
document SCT/31/8 Rev.4 would be useless or inappropriate. 

 
149. The Delegation of Portugal, sharing the views expressed by other Delegations, underlined 
that the mission assigned to the SCT by the General Assembly should be carried out within the 
current mandate of this Committee.  The Delegation believed that there were some particular 
aspects to be addressed by this Committee in the future, such as the protection of geographical 
indications in the DNS.  The Delegation also welcomed with great interest the proposal 
contained in document SCT/34/6 submitted by the Delegation of France. 

 
150. The Delegation of Iran (Islamic Republic of) lent its support to the statement made by the 
Delegation of Switzerland and, in particular, to its address to avoid opening again unfruitful 
discussions in this Committee on the Diplomatic Conference for the Geneva Act of the Lisbon 
Agreement.  Considering that the mandate of the General Assembly should not be interpreted 
beyond the mandate of the SCT, the Delegation said that the study proposed by the Delegation 
of the United States of America should be conducted within the SCT mandate.  The Delegation 
believed that this Committee had no mandate to interpret or touch upon the Lisbon Agreement 
or the Geneva Act of the Lisbon Agreement.  The Delegation said that it also shared the 
concern raised by the Delegations of Hungary and Monaco about the way to proceed.  Finally, 
the Delegation expressed its support for the proposal made by the Delegation of France to carry 
out a study on national laws and national systems for geographical indication protection. 

 
151. The Delegation of Georgia supported the joint proposal presented by the Delegations of 
the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Republic of Moldova, Spain 
and Switzerland on the protection of geographical indications in the DNS as well as the 
proposal submitted by the Delegation of France. 

 
152. The Delegation of Italy, lending its support for the proposal made by the Delegation of 
France, stated that it agreed to undertake specific studies on collective and certification marks 
and, particularly, a study on the protection of geographical indications on the Internet. 
 
153. The Delegation of the Republic of Moldova supported the proposal to continue the study 
on geographical indications and country names on the Internet domain names. 

 
154. The Delegation of Chile, endorsing the statements made by the Delegations of Australia 
and Switzerland, believed that the proposed form would be appropriate to implement the 
mandate of the Committee and deal with this discussion among Member States.  With regard to 
the proposal contained in document SCT/31/8 Rev.4, the Delegation indicated that it shared its 
basic background.  Referring to the debate on top level domain names, the Delegation was of 
the view that this should take into account other distinctive signs such as country names and 
geographical names.  While it valued any initiative enabling members to discuss this topic, 
including a study, the Delegation said to be also open to other possibilities such as a report from 
the Secretariat on this issue or a more flexible modality for discussion among Member States.  
The Delegation considered that, only after having discussed the current situation and explored 
possible conclusions, the need to modify, broaden or make suggestions for resolving these 
disputes could be evaluated.  The Delegation considered difficult to have discussions on this 
issue and on this document at this stage. 

 
155. The Delegation of Spain supported the proposal made by the Delegation of France on the 
study of protection of the geographical indications on the Internet. 
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156. The Delegation of Turkey believed that, in line with the mandate given by the General 
Assembly, it would be useful to examine different systems for protection of geographical 
indications, covering different aspects, especially by way of carrying out a study on this topic.  
The Delegation stated that it also saw merit on elaborating upon the protection and use of 
geographical indications in the DNS.  Finally, the Delegation supported the views proposing that 
the two issues be dealt with separately. 
 

157. The Chair noted that all points in this item will remain on the Agenda, to be 
addressed at the next session of the SCT. 

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 7:  ADOPTION OF THE SUMMARY BY THE CHAIR 
 

158. The SCT approved the Summary by the Chair as presented in document SCT/34/7. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 8:  CLOSING OF THE SESSION 
 

Closing Remarks 
 

159. The Delegation of Romania congratulated the Chair on its determination, patience and 
assiduous efforts to advance the SCT agenda on all three topics - industrial designs, 
trademarks and geographical indications - and extended its thanks to the Secretariat both for 
the documents and constant support provided throughout the session.  With regard to the DLT, 
the Delegation believed that the dynamic of the discussions had been positive as the 
proponents of the disclosure requirement had provided more clarifications on the intent of their 
submission and further explanations had been offered by those sharing concerns with respect 
to the validity of the proposal.  While being thankful to the African Group for simplifying its 
proposal, the Delegation reported that it was not yet in a position to express satisfaction with 
this move as the new text failed to address its concerns.  In its view, the current draft treaty and 
draft regulations did provide for the required policy space.  Although this was its preferred 
option, the Delegation of Romania would, in a constructive spirit, consider the proposal by the 
Chair based on previous treaties.  The Delegation said that it was confident that language would 
never be a barrier for finding common ground if the political will was there.  The Delegation of 
Romania concluded by announcing that it looked forward to the next SCT session and hoped 
that progress would be made also on the other topics to the benefit of all Member States. 

 
160. The Delegation of Greece, speaking on behalf of Group B, expressed its gratitude to the 
Chair for its commitment and dedication to the work of the Committee.  The Delegation said that 
Group B was looking forward to continue the discussions on the DLT with the ultimate goal that 
the text would be finalized and that an agreement would be reached on the convening of the 
diplomatic conference at the end of the first half of 2017. 
 
161. The Delegation of the European Union, speaking on behalf of the European Union and its 
member states, wished to thank the Chair for taking the discussions forward with its habitual 
verve and determination and the Secretariat for its valuable assistance.  The Delegation had 
noted the interesting and useful discussions on the DLT, geographical indications and 
trademarks during this session of the SCT.  Regarding the DLT, although the SCT went forward 
to the next session with a new draft, the Delegation stated that it regretted that the Committee 
had not been able to complete the discussions on the need and relevance of a disclosure 
requirement and the form that technical assistance should take.  The Delegation of the 
European Union, on behalf of the European Union and its member states, hoped that 
stakeholders would be able to resolve these outstanding differences in bilateral contacts over 
the next few months, with a view to finalizing agreement at thirty-fifth session of the SCT.  
Regarding geographical indications, the Delegation reported that it had noted the different 
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proposals on the table, some complimentary, others competing.  The Delegation concluded by 
saying that it welcomed the constructive spirit in which the dialogue had taken place and that it 
looked forward to further discussions at the next meeting of the SCT. 

 
162. The Delegation of India, speaking on behalf of the Asian and the Pacific Group, thanked 
the Chair for its hard work, congratulated it on its cheerfulness and serious sense of humor and 
extended its thanks to the Secretariat and the interpreters for providing excellent support during 
the meeting.  Reporting that the Asian and the Pacific Group had participated in a constructive 
spirit during both formal and informal discussions, the Delegation added that it had consistently 
maintained its position that the capacity building went hand in hand with the obligations to reach 
the desired tangible results.  The Delegation of India informed the SCT members that the Asian 
and the Pacific Group was a little disappointed that not much time had been spent on this 
critical part of the DLT, the issue of technical assistance being very important for the Asian and 
the Pacific Group as it would be useful in building capacity of intellectual property infrastructure 
for developing countries.  Referring to its opening statement, the Delegation of India recalled 
that the Asian and the Pacific Group wished to see the provision of technical assistance in the 
proposed treaty through an article in the main body of the text.  The Delegation reported that the 
majority of the members of the Asian and Pacific Group welcomed the new proposal of 
Article 3(1)(a)(ix) as presented by the Delegation of Nigeria on behalf of the African Group and 
that most of the members of the group saw merit in the new Article 1bis presented by the Chair.  
The Delegation of India expressed the hope to see positive movement and progress on all 
issues reflecting diverse needs and priorities of all members in an inclusive manner in the 
thirty-fifth session of SCT, so that the draft DLT become bracketless and be taken to the 
diplomatic conference in 2017. 

 
163. The Delegation of Nigeria, speaking on behalf of the Africa Group, wished to warmly thank 
the Chair for its very engaging workstyle, the Vice-Chairs, the Secretariat and the interpreters.  
The Delegation said that, considering that useful discussions had been held on all the agenda 
items during this SCT session, the African Group hoped that the next session of the SCT would 
allow the Committee to complete the discussion on the outstanding issues of disclosure 
requirement and technical assistance in the draft DLT.  The Delegation expressed the hope that 
the SCT members would show flexibility and understanding during the period of reflection and 
consultations that would be held by Member States before the next session of the SCT, as there 
was a WIPO General Assembly direct duty to try to complete the discussions.  The Delegation 
of Nigeria wished to thank delegations having supported the proposal by the African Group and 
required flexibility from delegations which had not see the merit for that proposal.  On the other 
agenda item, namely trademarks and geographical indications, the Delegation of Nigeria stated 
that the African Group continued to urge the different delegations having concerns on those 
subjects for constructive solution to the different issues. 

 
164. The Delegation of China thanked the Chair and Vice-Chairs for their help in advancing the 
process on the agenda items, as well as the Deputy Director General of WIPO and the 
interpreters for their assistance during this session of the SCT.  The Delegation stated that, 
while believing that this session of the SCT had provided a chance to fully discuss and 
strengthen mutual respect among members, further exchange among all members should be 
made so as to reach a consensus on different issues.  The Delegation announced that it looked 
forward to the next session where further progress could be made on the items.  As far as 
the DLT was concerned, the Delegation was grateful for the new proposals and efforts made 
and added that it was committed to carefully consider these proposals and further discussing 
them, and making further contribution to the process. 
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165. The Delegation of Brazil, speaking on behalf of GRULAC, thanking the Chair for the efforts 
to move ahead with the important issues in our the agenda, stated that it was convinced that, 
during this session of the SCT, the way had been paved for the continuation and the deepening 
of the discussions that would be held during the next session.  The Delegation concluded by 
announcing that the Chair could count on GRULAC. 

 
166. The Representative of HEP said that it was proud to have seen the Chair chairing the SCT 
as it represented a whole continent as well as the French speaking world.  The Representative 
stated that it had examined and would continue to examine with great interest the proposals 
according to the revised reference document.  The Representative concluded by saying that it 
hoped that the work of the SCT could lead to the convening of a diplomatic conference in 
September 2017. 

 
167. The Chair closed the session on November 18, 2015. 

 
 
 

[Annexes follow] 
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Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs 
and Geographical Indications 
 
 
Thirty-Fourth Session 
Geneva, November 16 to 18, 2015 
 
 
 
SUMMARY BY THE CHAIR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 1:  OPENING OF THE SESSION 
 
168. The Chair of the SCT (Mr. Adil El Maliki, Morocco) opened the thirty-fourth session of the 
Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks, Industrial Designs and Geographical 
Indications (SCT) and welcomed the participants. 
 
169. Mr. Marcus Höpperger (WIPO) acted as Secretary to the SCT. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 2:  ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

 
170. The SCT adopted the draft Agenda (document SCT/34/1 Prov.3). 

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 3:  ADOPTION OF THE REVISED DRAFT REPORT OF THE THIRTY-THIRD 
SESSION 
 

171. The SCT adopted the revised draft Report of the thirty-third session 
(document SCT/33/6 Prov.2). 
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AGENDA ITEM 4:  INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS 
 
172. Further discussion took place on this Agenda item. 
 
173. The Delegation of Nigeria, on behalf of the African Group, presented a new proposal for 
Article 3(1)(a)(ix), as contained in the Annex to the present document. 
 
174. The Chair presented text for a new Article 1bis on General Principles as contained in the 
Annex to the present document. 
 

175. The Chair concluded that both proposals would be included between square 
brackets in a revised version of document SCT/33/2 for consideration of the thirty-fifth 
session of the SCT. 

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 5:  TRADEMARKS 
 
176. The SCT adopted the Revised Reference Document on the Protection of Country Names 
Against Registration and Use as Trademarks (document SCT/34/2 Prov.2) as a reference 
document. 
 
177. The Chair requested the Secretariat to prepare a new document, based on 
document SCT/34/2 for discussion at its thirty-fifth session under this agenda item, identifying 
different practices and approaches, and existing areas of convergence in regard of the 
protection of country names. 
 
178. The SCT considered document SCT/34/3 and the Secretariat was requested to keep 
Member States informed of future developments in the Domain Name System. 
 
 
AGENDA ITEM 6:  GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS 
 
179. An exchange of views took place on this Agenda item. 

 
180. The Chair noted that all points in this item will remain on the Agenda, to be 
addressed at the next session of the SCT.  

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 7:  SUMMARY BY THE CHAIR 
 

181. The SCT approved the Summary by the Chair as contained in the present 
document. 

 
 
AGENDA ITEM 8:  CLOSING OF THE SESSION 
 

182. The Chair closed the session on November 18, 2015. 
 
 
 

[Annexes follow] 
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Article 3 

Application 
 

(1) [Contents of Application;  Fee]  (a)  A Contracting Party may require that an application 
contain some, or all, of the following indications or elements: 
 

(i) a request for registration; 
 

(ii) the name and address of the applicant; 
 

(iii) where the applicant has a representative, the name and address of that 
representative; 

 
(iv) where an address for service or an address for correspondence is required 

under Article 4(3), such address; 
 
(v) a representation of the industrial design, as prescribed in the Regulations; 
 
(vi) an indication of the product or products which incorporate the industrial 

design, or in relation to which the industrial design is to be used; 
 

(vii) where the applicant wishes to take advantage of the priority of an earlier 
application, a declaration claiming the priority of that earlier application, together with indications 
and evidence in support of the declaration that may be required pursuant to Article 4 of the 
Paris Convention; 

 
(viii) where the applicant wishes to take advantage of Article 11 of the Paris 

Convention, evidence that the product or products which incorporate the industrial design or in 
relation to which the industrial design is to be used have been shown at an official, or officially 
recognized, international exhibition; 
 

[(ix) a disclosure of the origin or source of traditional cultural expressions, traditional 
knowledge or biological/genetic resources utilized or incorporated in the industrial design;] 
 

(x)  any further indication or element prescribed in the Regulations. 
 

(b) In respect of the application, the payment of a fee may be required. 
 

(2) [Prohibition of Other Requirements]  No indication or element, other than those referred to 
in paragraph (1) and in Article 10, may be required in respect of the application. 

 
(3) [Several Industrial Designs in the Same Application]  Subject to such conditions as may be 
prescribed under the applicable law, an application may include more than one industrial 
design. 
 
(4) [Evidence]  A Contracting Party may require that evidence be furnished to the Office 
where, in the course of the examination of the application, the Office may reasonably doubt the 
veracity of any indication or element contained in the application. 
 
 
 

[Annex II follows] 
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[Article 1bis23 

General Principles 
 

(1) [No Regulation of Substantive Industrial Design Law]  Nothing in this Treaty or the 
Regulations is intended to be construed as prescribing anything that would limit the freedom of 
a Contracting Party to prescribe such requirements of the applicable substantive law relating to 
industrial designs as it desires. 
 
(2) [Relation to Other Treaties]  Nothing in this Treaty shall derogate from any obligations that 
Contracting Parties have to each other under any other treaties.] 
 
 

[End of Annex II and of document] 
 
 
 
[Annex II follows] 

 

                                                
2 The text of this Article is based on the proposal made by the Chair at the thirty-fourth session of the SCT, 
contained in Chair Non-paper No. 1. 
 
3 Some delegations indicated that they were not supportive of either this proposed article or the proposed 
item (ix) of Article 3(1)(a). 
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walter.ledermueller@patentamt.at 
 
 
BÉLARUS/BELARUS 
 
Andrew SHELEG, Head, Examination Division, Trademarks Department, National Center of 
Intellectual Property (NCIP), State Committee on Science and Technologies, Minsk 
 
 
BHOUTAN/BHUTAN 
 
Tshering WANGMO (Ms.), Chief Intellectual Property Officer, Intellectual Property Division, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Thimphu 
twangmo@moea.gov.bt 
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BURUNDI 
 
Thérence NDAMUHAWENIMANA, Advisor, International Organizations, Ministry of External 
Relations and International Cooperation, Bujumbura 
ndamuhawe.therence@gmail.com 
 
 
BRÉSIL/BRAZIL 
 
Cleiton SCHENKEL, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Rodrigo MENDES ARAÚJO, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
CANADA 
 
Pierre MESMIN, Director, Copyright and Industrial Designs Branch, Canadian Intellectual 
Property Office (CIPO), Gatineau 
 
Cary SEIPP, Senior Trade Officer, Intellectual Property Trade Policy Division, Department of 
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, Ottawa 
 
Brittany STIEF (Ms.), Senior Analyst, Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO), Gatineau 
 
Frédérique DELAPRÉE (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
frederique.delapree@international.gc.ca 
 
 
CHILI/CHILE 
 
Nelson CAMPOS, Asesor Legal, Departamento de Propiedad Intelectual, Dirección General de 
Relaciones Económicas Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Santiago 
ncampos@direcon.gob.cl 
 
Jorge LABBE, Coordinador Examen de Fondo, Subdepartamento de Marcas, Instituto Nacional 
de Propiedad Industrial (INAPI), Ministerio de Economía, Santiago 
jlabbe@inapi.cl 
 
Marcela PAIVA (Sra.), Consejera, Misión Permanente ante la Organización Mundial del 
Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
mpaiva@minrel.gov.cl 
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CHINE/CHINA 
 
YANG Hongju (Ms.), Director, State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of 
China (SIPO), Beijing 
 
CHENG Yiqun (Ms.), Deputy Director, Legal Affairs Division, Trademark Office, State 
Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC), Beijing 
 
NIE Rui, Project Administrator, State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of 
China (SIPO), Beijing 
nierui@sipo.gov.cn 
 
NIU Zehui (Ms.), Examiner, State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of 
China (SIPO), Beijing 
 
SHI Yuefeng (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
COLOMBIE/COLOMBIA 
 
Beatriz LONDOÑO SOTO (Sra.), Embajadora, Representante Permanente, Misión 
Permanente, Ginebra 
 
Gabriel DUQUE MILDENBERG, Embajador, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente 
ante la Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
 
Juan Camilo SARETZKI-FORERO, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
 
María Catalina GAVIRIA BRAVO (Sra.), Consejera Comercial, Misión Permanente ante la 
Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
 
 
CONGO 
 
Antoine GUELOI AMBOULOU, chef du Service de la valorisation, Antenne nationale de la 
propriété industrielle (ANPI), Direction générale de l’industrie, Ministère du développement 
industriel et de la promotion du secteur privé, Brazzaville 
 
 
COSTA RICA 
 
Cristian MENA CHINCHILLA, Director, Registro Propiedad Industrial, Registro Nacional, 
Ministerio de Justicia, San José 
 
 
CÔTE D’IVOIRE 
 
Kumou MANKONGA, premier secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève 
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DANEMARK/DENMARK 
 
Anja Maria Bech HORNECKER (Ms.), Special Legal Advisor, Danish Patent and Trademark 
Office (DKPTO), Ministry of Business and Growth, Taastrup 
 
Nors ASTRID LINDBERT (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Danish Patent and Trademark Office (DKPTO), 
Ministry of Business and Growth, Taastrup 
 
 
ÉGYPTE/EGYPT 
 
Fatma Sayed Abdelkarim ALI (Ms.), Head, Department Issues for Trademarks, Trademarks and 
Industrial Designs Office, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Cairo 
monaazaaki@gmail.com 
 
 
EL SALVADOR 
 
Katia CARBALLO (Sra.), Ministra Consejera, Misión Permanente ante la Organización Mundial 
del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
kcarballo@minec.gov.sv 
 
 
ÉQUATEUR/ECUADOR 
 
Juan Carlos CASTRILLÓN JARAMILLO, Experto, Misión Permanente ante la Organización 
Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
jcastrillon@mmrree.gob.ec 
 
 
ESPAGNE/SPAIN 
 
Paloma HERREROS RAMOS (Sra.), Jefa, Servicio de Examen de Marcas, Departamento de 
Signos Distintivos, Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM), Ministerio de Industria, 
Energía y Turismo, Madrid 
paloma.herreros@oepm.es 
 
Gerardo PEÑAS GARCÍA, Jefe, Área de Examen de Modelos, Diseños y Semiconductores, 
Departamento de Patentes e Información Tecnológica, Oficina Española de Patentes y 
Marcas (OEPM), Ministerio de Industria, Energía y Turismo, Madrid 
gerardo.penas@oepm.es 
 
Xavier BELLMONT ROLDÁN, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
mission.spain@ties.itu.int 
 
 
ESTONIE/ESTONIA 
 
Karol RUMMI (Ms.), Head, Trademark Department, The Estonian Patent Office, Tallinn 
karol.rummi@epa.ee 
 
 

mailto:mission.spain@ties.itu.int
mailto:karol.rummi@epa.ee
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ÉTATS-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE/UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 
Amy COTTON (Ms.), Senior Counsel, Office of Policy and International Affairs, United States 
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce, Alexandria, Virginia 
amy.cotton@uspto.gov 
 
David GERK, Patent Attorney, Office of Policy and International Affairs, United States Patent 
and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce, Alexandria, Virginia 
david.gerk@uspto.gov 
 
Karin Louise FERRITER (Ms.), Attorney Advisor, Office of Policy and International Affairs, 
Alexandria 
 
 
ÉTHIOPIE/ETHIOPIA 
 
Yanit Abera HABTEMARIAM (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
abyanit@gmail.com 
 
 
FÉDÉRATION DE RUSSIE/RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
 
Anna ROGOLEVA (Ms.), Counsellor, Law Department, Federal Service of Intellectual 
Property (ROSPATENT), Moscow 
 
 
FINLANDE/FINLAND 
 
Mika KOTALA, Legal Advisor, Trade and Labour Department, Ministry of Employment and 
Economy, Helsinki 
 
 
FRANCE 
 
Véronique FOUKS (Mme), chef, Service juridique et international, Institut national de l’origine et 
de la qualité, Montreuil 
 
Olivier HOARAU, chargé de mission, Service des affaires européennes et internationales, 
Institut national de la propriété industrielle (INPI), Courbevoie 
 
Olivier MARTIN, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
GABON 
 
Edwige KOUMBY MISSAMBO (Mme), premier conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
GÉORGIE/GEORGIA 
 
Irakli KASRADZE, Head, Trademarks, Geographical Indications and Designs Department, 
Tbilisi 
iraklikasradze@sakpatenti.org.ge 
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GHANA 
 
Grace Ama ISSAHAQUE (Ms.), Chief State Attorney, Registrar General’s Department, Ministry 
of Justice, Accra 
graceissahaque@hotmail.com 
 
Ted Frimpong ASARE, Assistant State Attorney, Registrar General’s Department, Ministry of 
Justice and Attorney General’s Department, Accra 
tedfasare@gmail.com 
 
 
GRÈCE/GREECE 
 
Myrto LAMBROU MAURER (Ms.), Head, International Affairs, Industrial Property 
Organization (OBI), Athens 
mlab@obi.gr 
 
Dimitros GIAGTZIDIS, Trademarks Examiner, General Secretariat of Commerce, Direction of 
Commercial and Industrial Property, Ministry of Economy, Competitiveness and Tourism, 
Athens 
dgiagtzidis@gmail.com 
 
Paraskevi NAKIOU (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva  
 
 
GUATEMALA 
 
Flor de María GARCÍA DÍAZ (Srta.), Consejera, Misión Permanente ante la Organización 
Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
flor.garcia@wtoguatemala.ch 
 
 
HONDURAS 
 
Giampaolo RIZZO ALVARADO, Embajador, Representante Permanente Adjunto, Encargado de 
Necogios a.i., Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
mission@hondurasginebra.ch 
 
Gilliam Noemi GOMÉZ GUIFARRO (Sra.), Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
gilliam.gomez@hondurasginebra.ch 
 
María Isabella PÁEZ (Srta.), Pasante, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
humanitarian@hondurasginebra.ch 
 
 
HONGRIE/HUNGARY 
 
Imre GONDA, Deputy Head, Trademark, Model and Design Department, Hungarian Intellectual 
Property Office (HIPO), Budapest 
imre.gonda@hipo.gov.hu 
 
Peter MUNKACSI, Senior Advisor, Department for Codification of Competition, Consumer 
Protection and Intellectual Property, Budapest 
peter.munkacsi@im.gov.hu 
 

mailto:mission@hondurasginebra.ch
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INDE/INDIA 
 
Sumit SETH, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
INDONÉSIE/INDONESIA 
 
Triyono WIBOWO, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission to the World 
Trade Organization (WTO), Geneva 
 
Robert Matheus Michael TENE, Deputy Permanent Representative, Pemanent Mission to the 
World Trade Organization (WTO), Geneva 
 
Ahmad Mujahid RAMLI, Director General, Directorate General of Intellectual Property 
Rights (DGIP), Ministry of Law and Human Rights, Jakarta 
 
Andrieansjah ANDRIEANSJAH, Head, Foreign Affairs Cooperation Division, Directorate 
General of Intellectual Property Rights (DGIP), Ministry of Law and Human Rights, Jakarta 
 
Denny ABDI, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Erik MANGAJAYA, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
erik.mangajaya@mission-indonesia.org 
 
 
IRAN (RÉPUBLIQUE ISLAMIQUE D’)/IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF) 
 
Nabiollah AZAMI SARDOUEI, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
IRLANDE/IRELAND 
 
David COOMBES, Executive Officer, Intellectual Property Unit, Department of Jobs, Enterprise 
and Innovation, Kilkenny 
david.coombes@djei.ie 
 
 
ISRAËL/ISRAEL 
 
Naama DANIEL (Ms.), Attorney, Legislation and Legal Counsel, Intellectual Property Law 
Department, Ministry of Justice, Jerusalem 
 
 
ITALIE/ITALY 
 
Bruno MASSIMILIANO, Expert, Italian Patent and Trademark Office, Directorate General of 
Combating Counterfeiting, Ministry of Economic Development (UIBM), Rome 
massimiliano.bruno@mise.gov.it 
 
Matteo EVANGELISTA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Edoardo MARANGONI, Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
wipostage.ginevra@esteri.it 
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JAMAÏQUE/JAMAICA 
 
Marcus GOFFE, Trademarks, Designs and Geographical Indications Manager, Jamaica 
Intellectual Property Office (JIPO), Kingston 
marcus.goffe@jipo.gov.jm 
 
Simara HOWELL (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
fsec@jamaicamission.ch 
 
 
JAPON/JAPAN 
 
Yoshinari OYAMA, Deputy Director, Japan Patent Office (JPO), Tokyo 
 
Kenji SAITO, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
JORDANIE/JORDAN 
 
Amani ARABYAT (Ms.), Trademark Examiner, Industrial Property Protection Directorate, 
Ministry of Industry and Trade, Jordan 
 
 
KENYA 
 
Grace W. RANJI (Ms.), Trademarks Examiner, Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI), 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, Nairobi 
 
 
LETTONIE/LATVIA 
 
Liene GRIKE (Ms.), Advisor, Economic and Intellectual Property Affairs, Permanent Mission, 
Geneva 
 
 
LIBAN/LEBANON 
 
Wissam EL AMIL, Legal Expert, Intellectual Property Rights, Office of Intellectual Property, 
Department of Intellectual Property, Directorate General of Economy and Trade, Ministry of 
Economy and Trade, Beirut 
wamil@economy.gov.lb 
 
 
LIBYE/LIBYA 
 
Lamees Fathullah Abdullah ALBARAESI (Mme), déléguée, Département des organisations 
internationales, Ministère des affaires étrangères, Tripoli 
 
Naser ALZAROUG, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
LITUANIE/LITHUANIA 
 
Lina MICKIENÈ (Ms.), Deputy Director, State Patent Bureau of the Republic of Lithuania, Vilnius 
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LUXEMBOURG 
 
Christiane DALEIDEN DISTEFANO (Mme), représentant permanent adjoint, Mission 
permanente auprès de l’Organisation mondiale du commerce (OMC), Genève 
 
Iris DEPOULAIN (Mme), chargée de mission, Office la propriété intellectuelle, Ministère de 
l’économie, Luxembourg 
iris.depoulain@eco.etat.lu 
 
Julie SCHMIT (Mme), attachée, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
MALAISIE/MALAYSIA 
 
Azahar ABDUL RAZAB, Expert, Trademark Division, Intellectual Property Corporation, 
Kuala Lumpur 
 
 
MAROC/MOROCCO 
 
Adil EL MALIKI, directeur général, Office marocain de la propriété industrielle et 
commerciale (OMPIC), Casablanca 
adil.elmaliki@ompic.org.ma 
 
Dounia EL OUARDI (Mme), directrice, Département du développement, Office marocain de la 
propriété industrielle et commerciale (OMPIC), Casablanca 
 
Ghofran SALAH (Mlle), conseillère, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
MEXIQUE/MEXICO 
 
Karla Priscilla JUÁREZ BERMÚDEZ (Sra.), Especialista en Propiedad Industrial, Instituto 
Mexicano de la Propiedad Industrial (IMPI), Cuidad de México 
 
Sara MANZANO MERINO (Sra.), Asesora, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
 
 
MONACO 
 
Gilles REALINI, premier secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
 
MOZAMBIQUE 
 
Pedro Afonso COMISSÁRIO, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, 
Geneva 
mission.mozambique@bluewin.ch 
 
Olga MUNGUAMBE (Ms.), Commercial Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
mission.mozambique@bluewin.ch 
 
Margo A. BAGLEY (Ms.), Expert, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
mission.mozambique@bluewin.ch 
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MYANMAR 
 
Su SU WIN (Ms.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
NÉPAL/NEPAL 
 
Khanal LAKSHUMAN, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
mission.nepal@bluewin.ch 
 
 
NICARAGUA 
 
Hernán ESTRADA ROMAN, Embajador, Representante Permanente, Misión Permanente, 
Ginebra 
 
Humberto Javier COLLADO FERNÁNDEZ, Negociador, Registro de la Propiedad 
Intelectual (RPI), Ministerio de Fomento, Industria y Comercio (MIFIC), Managua 
 
Jenny ARANA VIZCAYA (Sra.), Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
 
 
NIGER/NIGERIA 
 
Chichi UMESI (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
NORVÈGE/NORWAY 
 
Karine L. AIGNER (Ms.), Senior Legal Advisor, Legal and International Affairs, Norwegian 
Industrial Property Office (NIPO), Oslo 
kai@patentstyret.no 
 
Trine HVAMMEN-NICHOLSON (Ms.), Senior Legal Advisor, Norwegian Industrial Property 
Office (NIPO), Oslo 
thv@ patentstyret.no 
 
Marthe Kristine Fjeld DYSTLAND (Ms.), Acting Legal Advisor, Legislation Department, Ministry 
of Justice and Public Security, Oslo 
marthe.dystland@jd.dep.no 
 
 
PAKISTAN 
 
Tehmina JANJUA (Ms.), Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Aamar Aftab QURESHI, Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
mission.pakistan@ties.itu.int 
 
Bilal Akram SHAH, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
mission.pakistan@ties.itu.int 
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PANAMA 
 
Ana Leny VILLARREAL (Sra.), Jefe de Oficina, Propiedad Industrial o Derecho de Autor, 
Subdirectora General, Dirección General del Registro de la Propiedad Industrial (DIGERPI), 
Ministerio de Comercio e Industrias, Panamá 
 
 
PARAGUAY 
 
Roberto RECALDE, Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
 
 
PÉROU/PERU 
 
Luis Enrique MAYAUTE, Ministro Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra 
lmayaute@onuperu.org 
 
Ray Augusto MELONI GARCÍA, Director, Signos Distintivos, Instituto Nacional de Defensa de la 
Competencia y de la Protección de la Propiedad Intelectual (INDECOPI), Lima 
 
 
POLOGNE/POLAND 
 
Edyta DEMBY-SIWEK (Ms.), Director, Trademark Examination Department, Patent Office of the 
Republic of Poland, Warsaw 
 
Anna DACHOWSKA (Ms.), Expert, Trademark Examination Department, Patent Office of the 
Republic of Poland, Warsaw 
adachowska@uprp.pl 
 
Wojciech PIATKOWSKI, Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
PORTUGAL 
 
Ana BANDEIRA (Ms.), Director, Trademarks and Patents Directorate, National Institute of 
Industrial Property (INPI), Ministry of Justice, Lisbon 
 
Inés VIEIRA LOPES (Ms.), Director, External Relations and Legal Affairs Directorate, National 
Institute of Industrial Property (INPI), Ministry of Justice, Lisbon 
 
Pina de Morais JOÃO, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
RÉPUBLIQUE ARABE SYRIENNE/SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC 
 
Muhammad MUHAMMAD, Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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RÉPUBLIQUE DE CORÉE/REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
 
KIM Hyesook (Ms.), Deputy Director, Trademark Examination Policy Division, Industrial 
Property or Copyright Office, Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), Daejeon 
fragance123@korea.kr 
 
YEOM Hojun, Judge, Incheon 
 
KIM Shi-Hyeong, Intellectual Property Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDOVA/REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 
 
Simion LEVITCHI, Director, Trademarks and Industrial Designs Department, State Agency on 
Intellectual Property of the Republic of Moldova (AGEPI), Chisinau 
simion.levitchi@agepi.gov.md 
 
 
RÉPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DÉMOCRATIQUE DE CORÉE/DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
 
CHOE Chi Ho, Director General, Trademark, Industrial Design and Geographical Indication 
Office (TIDGIO) of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, State Administration for Quality 
Management of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (SAQM), Pyongyang 
 
IM Jong Thae, Senior Examiner, Department of International Registration, Trademark, Industrial 
Design and Geographical Indication Office (TIDGIO) of the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea, State Administration for Quality Management of the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea (SAQM), Pyongyang 
 
KIM Myong Hyok, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
RÉPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE/CZECH REPUBLIC 
 
Petra MALECKOVA (Ms.), Senior Officer, International Affairs Department, Industrial Property 
Office, Prague 
pmaleckova@upv.cz 
 
 
ROUMANIE/ROMANIA 
 
Alice Mihaela POSTĂVARU (Ms.), Head, Designs Division, Legal, Appeals, International 
Cooperation, European Affairs Directorate, State Office for Inventions and Trademarks (OSIM), 
Bucharest 
postavaru.alice@osim.ro 
 
Livia PUSCARAGIU (Ms.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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ROYAUME-UNI/UNITED KINGDOM 
 
Clare HURLEY (Ms.), Head, Brands and International Trade Mark Policy, Intellectual Property 
Office, Newport 
clare.hurley@ipo.gov.uk 
 
 
SÉNÉGAL/SENEGAL 
 
Mame Baba CISSE, ambassadeur, représentant permanent, Mission permanente, Genève 
 
Aboubacar Sadikh BARRY, ministre conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève 
repsengen@yahoo.fr 
 
Ndeye Soukeye NDIAYE (Mme), conseiller technique, Agence sénégalaise pour la propriété 
industrielle et l'innovation techologique (ASPIT), Ministère du commerce, de l'industrie et de 
l'artisanat, Dakar 
ndeyesoukeyendiaye@gmail.com 
 
Lamine Ka MBAYE, premier secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève 
repsengen@yahoo.fr 
 
 
SLOVAQUIE/SLOVAKIA 
 
Martin KABÁČ, Deputy Head, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Juraj MAJCIN, Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
SLOVÉNIE/SLOVENIA 
 
Ales ORAZEM, Head, Trademarks, Designs and Geographical Indications Department, 
Slovenian Intellectual Property Office (SIPO), Ministry of Economic Development and 
Technology, Ljubljana 
ales.orazem@uil-sipo.si 
 
 
SRI LANKA 
 
Ravinatha P. ARYASINHA, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, 
Geneva 
 
Rukmal Sena Kumara DOOLWALAGE, Director, Commerce Division, Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce, Colombo 
rdoolwalage@hotmail.com 
 
Dilini GUNASEKERA (Ms.), Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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SUÈDE/SWEDEN 
 
Mattias BJUHR, Legal Advisor, Division for Intellectual Property and Transport Law, Stockholm 
mattias.bjuhr@regeringskansliet.se 
 
Åsa COLLETT (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Swedish Patent and Registration Office (SPRO), 
Söderhamn 
 
Marie-Louise ORRE (Ms.), Legal Officer, Swedish Patent and Registration Office (SPRO), 
Söderhamn 
 
 
SUISSE/SWITZERLAND 
 
Marie KRAUS (Mme), conseillère juridique, Division du droit et des affaires internationales, 
Institut fédéral de la propriété intellectuelle (IPI), Berne 
 
Agnès VON BEUST (Mme), conseillère juridique, Division du droit et des affaires 
internationales, Institut fédéral de la propriété intellectuelle (IPI), Berne 
 
Erik THÉVENOD-MOTTET, expert en indications géographiques, Division du droit et des 
affaires internationales, Institut fédéral de la propriété intellectuelle (IPI), Berne 
 
Olivia WIPF, conseillère juridique, Division du droit et des affaires internationales, Institut fédéral 
de la propriété intellectuelle (IPI), Berne 
 
 
TCHAD/CHAD 
 
Haroun MAHAMAT SALEH BRAHIM, directeur général, Direction générale de l’industrie des 
petites et moyennes entreprises et des coopératives, Ministère de l’économie, du commerce et 
du développement touristique, N’Djamena 
harounardjaymi@yahoo.fr 
 
Mourno Adam TAHIR, secrétaire général, Ministère de l’économie, du commerce et du 
développement touristique, N’Djamena 
tmourno@yahoo.fr 
 
Mahamat Delio SOULEYMANE, directeur de la propriété industrielle et de la technologie, 
Ministère de l’économie, du commerce et du développement touristique, N’Djamena 
souleymhtderio@hotmail.com 
 
 
THAÏLANDE/THAILAND 
 
Atchara PHRAPHAIPUG, Legal Officer, Department of Intellectual Property (DIP), Ministry of 
Commerce, Nonthaburi 
aautt@hotmail.com 
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TURKMÉNISTAN/TURKMENISTAN/ 
 
Sulgun GURBANOVA (Mrs.), Head, Trademark and Industrial Designs Department, State 
Service on Intellectual Property, Ministry of Economy and Development, Ashgabat 
sulgun@list.ru 
 
 
TURQUIE/TURKEY 
 
Elif Betül AKIN (Ms.), Head, Trademarks Department, Turkish Patent Institute (TPI), Ministry of 
Science, Industry and Technology, Ankara 
elif.akin@tpe.gov.tr 
 
Günseli GÜVEN (Ms.), Legal Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
gunseli.guven@mfa.gov.tr 
 
 
UKRAINE 
 
Valentyna HAIDUK (Ms.), Head, Rights to Designation Department, State Enterprise “Ukrainian 
Institute of Industrial Property” (SE UIPV), Kiyv 
v.gayduk@uipv.org 
 
Larysa TUMKO (Ms.), Deputy Head, Rights to Results of Scientific and Technical Activity 
Department, State Enterprise “Ukrainian Institute of Industrial Property” (SE UIPV), Kiyv 
l.tumko@uipv.org 
 
 
URUGUAY 
 
Brenda Flor JUSTO DELORENZI (Sra.), Encargada de Área Signos Distintivos, Dirección 
Nacional de la Propiedad Industrial, Ministerio de Industria Energía y Minería, Montevideo 
bjusto@dnpi.miem.gub.uy 
 
Juan BARBOZA, Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente ante la Organización Mundial del 
Comercio (OMC), Ginebra 
 
 
VIET NAM 
 
Huu Nam TRAN, Deputy Director General, National Office of Intellectual Property (NOIP), 
Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment, Hanoi 
 
 
ZIMBABWE 
 
Taonga MUSHAYAVANHU, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, 
Geneva 
 
Rhoda TAFADZWA NGARANDE (Ms.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
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UNION EUROPÉENNE∗/EUROPEAN UNION∗ 
 
Oscar MONDEJAR, Head, Legal Practice Service, Office for Harmonization in the Internal 
Market (Trade Marks and Designs) (OHIM), Alicante 
 
Margreet GROENENBOOM (Ms.), Legal and Policy Affairs Officer, Directorate General for the 
Internal Market and Services, European Commission, Brussels 
 
 
 
 
II. ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES INTERGOUVERNEMENTALES/ 

INTERNATIONAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
 
CENTRE SUD (CS)/SOUTH CENTRE (SC) 
 
Nirmalya SYAM, Program Officer, Innovation and Access to Knowledge Program, Geneva 
syam@southcentre.org 
 
Viviana MUÑOZ TELLEZ (Ms.), Coordinator, Innovation and Intellectual Property Program, 
Geneva 
munoz@southcentre.int 
 
Carlos CORREA, Special Advisor, Trade and Intellectual Property, Geneva 
quiess@gmail.com 
 
Juneja NEHA (Ms.), Intern, Development, Innovation and Intellectual Property Program, Geneva 
juneja@southcentre.int 
 
 
ORGANISATION BENELUX DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ INTELLECTUELLE (OBPI)/BENELUX 
ORGANISATION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (BOIP) 
 
Camille JANSSEN, juriste, Département des affaires juridiques, La Haye 
cjanssen@boip.int 
 
 
ORGANISATION MONDIALE DU COMMERCE (OMC)/WORLD TRADE 
ORGANIZATION (WTO) 
 
Maegan McCANN (Ms.), Junior Legal Affairs Officer, Intellectual Property Division, Geneva 
 
 

                                                
∗  Sur une décision du Comité permanent, les Communautés européennes ont obtenu le statut de membre sans 
droit de vote. 
∗  Based on a decision of the Standing Committee, the European Communities were accorded member status 
without a right to vote. 

 

mailto:syam@southcentre.org
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UNION AFRICAINE (UA)/AFRICAN UNION (AU) 
 
Jean-Marie EHOUZOU, Ambassador, Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Susan ISIKO STRBA (Ms.), Expert, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
Claude KANA, Expert, Permanent Mission, Geneva 
 
 
 
 
III. ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES NON GOUVERNEMENTALES/ 
 INTERNATIONAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
 
Association américaine du droit de la propriété intellectuelle (AIPLA)/American Intellectual 
Property Law Association (AIPLA) 
Richards JONATHAN, Co-Chair, Trademark and International Law Committee, Salt Lake City 
jrichards@wnlaw.com 
Thomas MOGA, Member, Board of Directors, Washington D.C. 
thomas.moga@leclairryan.com 
Sophie QUERIN (Ms.), Member, Grenoble 
 
Association internationale pour les marques (INTA)/International Trademark Association (INTA) 
Bruno MACHADO, Geneva Representative, Rolle 
 
Association japonaise des conseils en brevets (JPAA)/Japan Patent Attorneys 
Association (JPAA) 
Mizue KAKIUCHI (Ms.), Member, Design Committee, Tokyo 
gyoumukokusai@ jpaa.or.jp 
Ryota MORIHIRO, Member, Trademark Committee, Tokyo 
gyoumukokusai@ jpaa.or.jp 
 
Association japonaise pour les marques (JTA)/Japan Trademark Association (JTA) 
Yuko MURAMATSU (Ms.), Member, Design Committee, Tokyo 
 
Bureau of European Design Associations (BEDA) 
Anouk SIEGELAAR (Ms.), Expert, Brussels 
office@beda.org 
 
Centre d’études internationales de la propriété intellectuelle (CEIPI)/Centre for International 
Intellectual Property Studies (CEIPI) 
François CURCHOD, chargé de mission, Genolier 
francois.curchod@vtxnet.ch 
 
Centre international pour le commerce et le développement durable (ICTSD)/International 
Center for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD) 
Ahmed ABDEL LATIF, Senior Program Manager, Innovation and Intellectual Property, Geneva 
Varun EKNATH, Junior Associate, Geneva 
veknath@ictsd.ch 
Pedro ROFFE, Senior Associate, Geneva 
 
Health and Environment Program (HEP) 
Madeleine SCHERB (Ms.), chair, Geneva 
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Fédération internationale des conseils en propriété intellectuelle (FICPI)/International 
Federation of Intellectual Property Attorneys (FICPI)  
Paula SAILAS (Ms), CET Group 1, Helsinki 
paula.sailas@ficpi.org 
 
Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO) 
Richard STOCKTON, Patentn Attorney, Chicago 
rstockton@bannerwitcoff.com 
 
Knowledge Ecology International, Inc. (KEI) 
Thiru BALASUBRAMANIAM, Managing Director, Geneva 
 
Organisation pour un réseau international des indications géographiques (oriGIn)/Organization 
for an International Geographical Indications Network (oriGIn) 
Massimo VITTORI, Managing Director, Geneva 
massimo@origin-gi.com 
 
Société pour l’attribution des noms de domaine et des numéros sur Internet (ICANN)/ 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) 
Nigel HICKSON, Vice President, Europe and Middle East 
nigel.hickson@icann.org 
 
Third World Network Berhad (TWN) 
Mirza ALAS PORTILLA (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Geneva 
mirza@twnetwork.org 
Gopakumar KAPPOORI, Legal Advisor, Geneva 
Sangeeta SHASHIKANT (Ms.), Legal Advisor, Geneva 
sangeeta@twnetwork.org 
 
 
 
 
IV. BUREAU/OFFICERS 

 
Président/Chair:  Adil El MALIKI (Maroc/Morocco) 
 
 
Vice-présidents/Vice-chairs: Imre GONDA (Hongrie/Hungary) 
 Günseli GÜVEN (Mme/Ms.) (Turquie/Turkey) 
 
 
Secrétaire/Secretary: Marcus HÖPPERGER (OMPI/WIPO) 

  

mailto:massimo@origin-gi.com
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VI. SECRÉTARIAT DE L’ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ 

INTELLECTUELLE (OMPI)/SECRETARIAT OF THE WORLD 
INTELLECTUALPROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) 

 
Francis GURRY, directeur général/Director General 
 
WANG Binying (Mme/Ms.), vice-directrice générale/Deputy Director General 
 
Marcus HÖPPERGER, directeur, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de 
législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et modèles/Director, Law and Legislative 
Advice Division, Brands and Designs Sector 
 
Brian BECKHAM, chef, Section du règlement des litiges relatifs à l'Internet, Centre d'arbitrage et 
de médiation de l'OMPI, Secteur des brevets et de la technologie/Head, Internet Dispute 
Resolution Section, WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center, Patents and Technology Sector 
 
Martha PARRA FRIEDLI (Mme/Ms.), chef, Section du droit des marques, Division du droit et 
des services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et 
modèles/Head, Trademark Law Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands and 
Designs Sector 
 
Marie-Paule RIZO (Mme/Ms.), chef, Section du droit des dessins et modèles et des indications 
géographiques, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur 
des marques et des dessins et modèles/Head, Design and Geographical Indication Law 
Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands and Designs Sector 
 
Marina FOSCHI (Mme/Ms.), juriste, Section du droit des dessins et modèles et des indications 
géographiques, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur 
des marques et des dessins et modèles/Legal Officer, Design and Geographical Indication Law 
Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands and Designs Sector 
 
Violeta GHETU (Mme/Ms.), juriste, Section du droit des dessins et modèles et des indications 
géographiques, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur 
des marques et des dessins et modèles/Legal Officer, Design and Geographical Indication Law 
Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands and Designs Sector 
 
Geneviève STEIMLE (Mme/Ms.), juriste, Section du droit des marques, Division du droit et des 
services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et 
modèles/Legal Officer, Trademark Law Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands 
and Designs Sector 
 
Nathalie FRIGANT (Mme/Ms.), juriste adjointe, Section du droit des dessins et modèles et des 
indications géographiques, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de 
législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et modèles/Assistant Legal Officer, Design and 
Geographical Indication Law Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, Brands and Designs 
Sector 
  

http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0172&lang=fr
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0027&lang=fr
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0027&lang=fr
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0167&lang=fr
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0172&lang=en
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0172&lang=en
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0027&lang=en
http://intranet.wipo.int/intranet_apps/people_finder/unit.jsp?unit_code=0167&lang=en
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
http://intranet.wipo.int/people_finder/en/unit_pages/unit.jsp?unit_code=00000784
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Noëlle MOUTOUT (Mme/Ms.), juriste adjointe, Section du droit des marques, Division du droit 
et des services consultatifs en matière de législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et 
modèles/Assistant Legal Officer, Trademark Law Section, Law and Legislative Advice Division, 
Brands and Designs Sector 
 
Matteo GRAGNANI, juriste adjoint, Division du droit et des services consultatifs en matière de 
législation, Secteur des marques et des dessins et modèles/Associate Legal Officer, Law and 
Legislative Advice Division, Brands and Designs Sector 
 
 
 

[End of Annex II and of document] 
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